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attacks from the rets ] guns, perched high up
the hills, or masked behind the universal
woods which fringe the crests of every rebel
vantage ground opposite that long-ago destroyed town.
A week ago not a single rebel dared to cross
the Chicahominy in all that neighborhood,and
our scouts patrolled the river bank in
perfect
safety. A few shells now and then, doing no
damage, but, from their notoriously bad aim,
only exciting derision, were the utmost to
which the rebels ever ventured. Musket tiring
upon as was unknown, and from the utter silence and lassitude of their whole force, an unmilitary judge might have conjectured that
but a handful of artillerymen held their position, all the rest having gone away.
Such was the extent of this quietness that a
story of the evacuation of the place brought
over by contrabands, and diligently circulated,
was generally believed.
But gray-headed military officers knew otherwise. The less they could discern of the
enemy, the more and more precautions were
taken to guard against his attempts. Picketers were made more watchful.
Reserves wore
posted closer. Battery upon battery, brought
from the enemy’s exhaustless supply, were
placed in every spot w hich commanded a rebel Hill or crossing-place. Everything in the
science of war. which learned anil experienced
men could devise, was employed to resist any
movement, for whatever purpose made, which
might be indicated by the enemy.
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Letter tram Kendall’s Mills.
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7V Daily Press—The “Army of the Kenne-

Driving—Business Prospects—
Obsequies of late ('apt. Hanscomb—Nomination of Mr. Cobum.
Kexdai.l’h Mills, July 1,1802.
bec. "—Lot

Messrs. Editor*:
The Daily Press, with its “shining morning face” and well filled columns, is most heart-

village, and is already lienecessity; ft is undoubtedly
destined to take, iu a great degree, the place
of larger and more expensive, but not better,
foreign dailies, and to attain an extensive circtrtatfon throughout the State. Bold,.Tearless,
outspoken, and yet courteous and gentlemanly,
it promises to*be what the Bep(M>iicans of the
State have been lonfc looking for—a true and
manly exponent of conservative, yet truly progressive Republicanism. It will no doubt most
acceptably fill the place “from which the Advertiser, by transgression, fell, that it might go
to its own place.” Expecting, and fully believing that it will be foremost iaevery reformatory movement—always battling for the right,
however weak, and against the wrong, however powerful—we bid you (lod speed.
Our village, usually livery and stirring, has
been unusually so during the evenings of the
few days past, on account of the presence in
our streets and shops of large detachments
from the “Army of the Kennebec.” They have
now passed us, with their “drive” of logs, on
their way to “Augusta and a market.”—
The commander, Mr. S. Connor of this place,
to our

ily welcomed
coming quite

a
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corner
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Regiment,

3d

lapt. Hauscomb, of Co. G,

reached here

on

Saturday night,

The Lewiston Journal'» report of
his funeral was therefore somewhat premature.
He was buried on the Sabbath following: the
funeral services, conducted by Prof. Smitli of
Waterville College, being held at the house of
28th ult.

his

father, in

Benton.

He

w^s

buried with Ma-

sonic honors—his funeral being attended by
104 members of the fraternity, from the differ-

Lodges in this section. A very large concourse of people were in attendance, the number being variously estimated at from GOO to
1000, and the occasion was one of great solemnity.

AMD

The nomination of Mr. Cobum meets

w

ith

Gen. Per-

ry had strong friends in this, as in other parts
ot the State. The people, however, absorbed
in the greater and more

important interests of
disposed to be captious, desiring more that their candidate should be patriotic, honest, and capable, than that he should
be personally their favorite. No one doubts
that Mr. C. possesses all these requisites, and
the

no

day,

are

not

reasonable doubt of Lis election

-an

be en-

tertained.
time to
curs

keep you informed, from
time, of everything of interest that oc-

in this section.

Yours

truly,
T.

The Right Wing before the Battle.
The position of affairs on the right wing of
our army previous to the late battle, is described

Press,

by a eorres|)ondent

of the

Philadelphia

under date of June 26th.

read with
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bearing upon the late strategic

an
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Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contains a complete list.
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PAINTER,
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The first number will contain a full
report of “The
Centennial Celebration." Thoae
extra
copies of that number please address as above.

a
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-and-

GLASS

.!. WINCHESTER, 36 John St., N Y,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. PHILLIPS.
Junc23dlrw4w
Portlanp, Me.

AT

WAREj

LOW TRICES.

PLATED

LARK,

Pay

Table

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN, EBONY

AND

COCOA

HANDLED KNIVES.

ICE HOt'SE

AND-

ST., PORTLAND, Me. I

^

HP" All orders promptly attended to, and the
REST QUALITY OF ICE delivered in anv part of I
the city, at the market rates.
2w

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
U I >l»\ STREET,
^ „
„
y-2%—Snood

8. B. WAITE.

Nos. 13 A 16

N. I. MITCHELL’S,

Crackers,

and Ration*

a

Exchange Street.

DOESKINS,
CLOTHH,
MIXTURES, SATINETS, Ac., Ac,

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Mis. E. L.

Whittier,

Conatantl,

SPIRITS TURPENTINE —We invito
T\TATRONA
lx a trial of the Natrona

Turpentine from all painters. for either House or Ship work, inside or out.
It
is free from amrlt, with flat «<uiial to spirits,
evaporates no faster, and for Blind Work cannot be excelled. It works Kgi’AL to the common spirits on all
of painting, or in Oil Cloth manufacturing.
As evidence of the excellence of the article, the undersigned can refer to numbers of the lirat painters
of Boston and vicinity, if desired.

kinds,

CHARLES

Augusta,

jun<-23wltn

on

band, and made to ordor.

This vessel w fitted np with tine *reomni«v:atioii* for
pa*rfonger*. making thi* the moet *peedy. safe and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maine. Passage 96,00, including Fare and 8tate

DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

j
j

Exchange

city.

(iuava
assortStore

|

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH,

Exchange

a

large assortment

Street.

FIRE

j

And

an

SUN-UMBRELLAS,

to

for

cash, at

our

He

No. 96 MIDDLE
And hare newly fitted up the
ed to carry on the

Company,

Cash Capital ami Surplus. •600,000.
Republic Fire Insurance Company*
Cash

Of New York.

Cash

Company*
#250.000.

Equituble Fire and Marine Ins* Co*,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to be the
consideration
iu effecting insurance, is here of.first
fered to the public, at the lotrest rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in Boyd’s
dltwtf

Building,’’ opposite

Daguerreotypes

Post Office,

Companv continue to insure property
terms
THIS
fatorable
those of any reliable
as

paid,

policies

policy

upon which six premiums have been
renewed auuuaily free of premium to the
holder.

Those desiring iusurance will do well to call
ascertaiu the terms before insuring elsewhere.
OHee

102

A

same

are

F'air. out and

Fslmonstone, Allan A Co., Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 2H, 186!!
dtf

prepar-

dlweodlw

FANCY

DEALER
AND

to

;
Proprietor of the

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for llo*toa twice a month.
Steerage INtssage. #20. Abo. Ageut for New York
and iJvn p«N>l St«*amsh}p*. tailing from New York
and from Liverpool every Wednesevery
day. and calling at Oueeustown, Ireland. Cabin
Passage. §75. .Id Daw. #30.

Saturday,

Sight Bilb of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upwaj«i. payable at any Bank in Great Britain or Ireland constantly for sale.
For Passage Certificate*. Steamer Tickets, Drafts,
or for further information, Address,
GKO WARREN, 99 State Street, Boston, Mam

IN

GERMAN,

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

Coal i'rpighto.
TTE8SKL8 wanted to carry Coal* from Piet on,
▼
Sydney, Liugau. aud Cow Bay to varioa* porta

iu New England
Luuk despatch *ud the highlit going ra‘es often d.
Apply to GKoKGK If STARK.
No. 30 Kxchaugc Street.
Portland. June 37. 1*3
lw

TENEMENTS WANTED.

STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,
and 30 Federal atul 106 Congress Streets,

AKDIBOX

HI M

and

Ambrotypes Copied

IMPORTER AND

23

OF MONEY. The finder will ho
LOST.
at this
suitably rewarded by leaving the

Kxcur*tou ticket* to the World's

Apply

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristall,

Middle Street.

Money Lost*

rooms

morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Cia*s, 93*
First (’la**. 907 to 982—according
to accommodation,—which include* ticket* on Grand
Trunk Railway.
lVepaid and rctnrn ticket* issued at reduced rate*.
back. 91ft*.

STREET,

A. W. BANFIELD,
!

and

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Suaw, Secretary.
June 23.
eod3m

Office.

and

ENGLISH, FRENCH

are

1

the old stand of

24. I8C2.

on
com*

us

pany.

hare
oceu-

W. T. & H. H. WILDER.
June

Company.

we

lately

To any size required, and finished in Oil and Water
Colors, India Ink and finest materials.
Please give us a call, a» perfect satisfhetion is guaranteed in every instance.

P O RT LAND

Mutual Fire Insurance

rooms

In all it* various branches, and in the latest and best
•tvle of the art.
\Vc also say that we have at least a thousand «plrndid negative* of the citizens of Portland, which ran
he examined bv persons wishing picture from any of
them, prints of which will be made at very short notice

Capital anti Surplus. #312,000.

Capital and Surplus,

Londonderry.

Photograph Business,

Of Bostou.

Reliel Fire Insurance

NORTH

Quebec

formerly

•uruham Brothers,
Eied

Ilf HERMAN

da% morning, for Liverpool, via
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Train*
with In tied State* mail*, every Fridar, at I 16 P. M.,
connecting with SU-aiper at
every Saturday

MUZZEY BOW.

resp«*c4jullv give
the Photograph
bought
WOULD
hv J. 1*. P. Hum ham.

following FiratClam Insurance Co’t:

ful .Stem.,,

AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN, JLKA.
Bohemian, ani.ui saxon, noVA Mdl’IAN—uiil tail front Quebec every Satar-

fbe* l iKi<*r%iRiM*<l,

out

Mail Line.

ONE of the following Arst-ela**, power-

l^Iitolieirs,

137 MIDDLE STREET,jeSJcoddft wtf

notice that

of the

Weekly

variety of of Small Articles pertain*
business, all of which will be sold cheap

ing

dtf

MONTREAL
OCE.it STEAMSHIP CO’S

endless

INSURANCE.

WARREX SPARROW,
Oflirr 74 Middle* roe* of Kxebnage St*,

New \ork.
Jnne 23. 1802.

of

SKIRTS. HANDKERCHIEFS. BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES. LINEN BOSOMS,
CiLOVES, HOSIERY,

Dates,

By WM. ALLEN. Jr.,

Nos. 13 A 15

unsurpassed, and one can always fiud any article
in this line, at about wholesale prices.

PARASOLS,

RAISINS,

Portland.
For freight or passage apple to
F.MFBY A FoX. Itronu * Wharf. Portland.
II B < KOMWKLL A CO., No. « Welt 9tr**t,

Is

Wc have

Street.

Currants, Citron, Prune*. Figs,
Preserved t.inger and Chow Chow,
Jelly, Ac. Also a* fine and well selected an
ment of goods as can be found in
aify Frail

dtf

Room*.
Good* forwarded by thi* line to and from Montreal.
Quebec, llaugor, Bath. Augusta, Fast port and St.
John.
Shipper* are requested to send their freight ta the
steamer before 8 P. M., on the
day that »be leave*

Every Variety of Houte-Keeping Goods,

Sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr.,

TOPI*AX,

Agent for New England, 40 Fulton St., Boston.
For sale byj|iuikvr k Carpenter, Merrill k Brother.
S. J.
Ivif^^ACo., Portland, aud < has. F. Potter

lspa»t* Brown* Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 I*. M ai d leave Pier 9 North Hirer. New
York, every SA1TRPAY. at 3 oc’ock. P. M.

BLEACHED OH BROWN COTTONS,
QUILTS. LINENS,

LEMON SYRUF.
For

The splendid and Amt Steamship
'THUSAPKAKK," c aptain 8ii»3kt
TlJOyt 'KowitLi.. will uulil farther notice mn
follow*:

-a so-

All

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.

Vh.

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas,

Street.

lOO G»*2. ***“ **2*

28. the Steam-

Portland and New York Ntraam.

will sell

SARDINES.

Principal.

8ES8RIN will commence Sept.
8th. and Coutiuuc 15 weeks.
Prior to July 21st. full information can be obtained
of the Principal. 349 Cougrt^s Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturdays. After that time
application may be made at 40 State Street.
Portland, June 23. 1862.
2awl0w

we

AAA **ALF BOXES Phillippe A Canaud
1UUU Sardines. For sale very low,
By WM. ALLEN, Jr..
No*. 13 A 15 Exchange Street.

en-

COm*KEN«i STREET SEIXIV4RY,

!

or rants, and in this line
prices that can’t be beat.

Either for Coat
at

1

National Insurance

JOHN M. MARKToN,
111 AS. L. Me A LUSTER,
Recruiting Ofllccni.

of

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

Agent

day of

stock of

-—-

at

till'

at

t'ASSI MERES,

Navy Tobacco—1 lb. Inmps,
2noo *lo. Nectar Leaf Cavendish,
1000 do. Mkdkok's uito^uKA Xatuual Leaf,
••
2iVM) do. Pride or Fluvania
500 do. Pet Lamb—fair article.
WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
No*. 13 A 16 Exchange

trifling anvance.
We have also a large lot

PORTLAND, ME..

commonro on

always be found

127 MIDDLE ST.

•

April

teu. will lewve for Eastf-ort and Sr. Juhy every
MONDAY, at & o’clock. P M
IXurning will leave 8t. Jobs every THl'RSDAT
MORNINC, at 8 o'clock, ibr EasTroaT, I'ortlayd
and Bowtoy.
s’ewtnt'r "Forest City,” Capt. E. Field, will leara
for Eartport and St. Jobs erery THCKSDAY at
b o'clock P. M.
Thronrh ticket, are sold bv this liar connecting at
EASTPoaT with stage coaches for Nit Hi as. and
wi'h Steamer eaecu for Robbinston, Calais. St.
Stxphrxs, and ST. Aedbews. and at the latter place
over Railway for CAUTERBfRY: from thence
per
staee coaches lor Wood* Tor a and Hocltox, wbwh
Is the cheapest and most expeditions way of
reaching
the Aroostook Coanty.
We also ticket ftuungh per Steamers and Railway*
for WtsDsoa. Kali pay, Dtoar. Frederk-to*.
Si'Ssex, Moseroa. Shediac, Peirce Edwaed
Island. l'lcrotr, North Shohb oe New Bai'aswk-e, Mtaiaieai. and Bat db Chalecr.
C. C. EATON.
June 23.
dawtf

Just purchased at the lowest cash prices, to be sold at

Chinese

of

INSURANCE._

Corps Armory,

On »n<i after

"NEW BRCNSWICK" and
FOREST CITY" will, until fsrher
notice, leave P. 8. k F. R. R.
,_*
a.:. l.iot i»i state Arret, as lollow*:
Steamer “New Brunswick." Capt. F.. B. fftsrstser*

Street.

/gUUll

Selling cheap, by

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Dry Goods,

can

We have In store the most extensive

Exchange

OAA A PCCNDS

by Congress.

j __Jo24tf

WARE,

Castors, Spoons, Forks Curd
and Coke Basket*,

-PEA I.Kit IN

Ever brought into the city,

TOBACCO.

before.

Crockery Ware, China, The AUTUMN

by

Steamship Company.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

order.

Assortment of

Street.

ALLEN. Jr..

Nos. 13 A 15

harged.

month’s Advance

Ii*tinont.

desiring

CYRIL PEARL, Editor.
OFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER.

WM.

Of New York.

ZV

publication

of this paper will be resumed in
July and be issued regularly on the 1st and lf»th
of each mouth. Subscription* aud communications
iu the U. States must be sent to

THE

Exchange

I.

OLD CITY HALL, PORTLAND.

A Masonic Journal.

MEDICAL TESTIMONY*.
We believe it to Ik*, in the treatment of Spermatorrhoea as near a Specific as any medicine can be." |
THE ORYSTAL. PORTLAND, ME.,
—B Keith, M. D.—American Journal of Medical
Those in Panada to WATERV1LLE, C. E.

disc

offered than

Recruiting office

"

to

AND VARIED

CO U NT Y,

sooner

Together with *2.00 Bonus, and

FRANKLIN C MOODY.

Crystal

Served

THE BEST, MOST EXTEB8IYE

For sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr.,

company from

$100 BOUNTY AT THE END OF TIIE WAR.
And 160 ACRES OF LAND,

PORTLAND, Me

The

by

ARMS.!

15 Recruits Wanted

To

No. 6 Galt Block Commercial Street,

C^A

International

SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

0|*en every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to 6
jr23edtf

FIREWORKS.

Family

CUM HER I A NI)

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

A

STEAMBOATS.

o’clock.

market, for sale by

BOXES No. 1 Cold Chop Fire
150,000 Torpedo***, No. 1.

For sale

in the

merchants,

June 23.

2£A
•)U

BE AD FIELD, ME.

To All up

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

ANDREW T. DOLE.

dowtf

of the Season

EN” Frogs Served to Order.

FIRE CRACKERS.

#

STREET, JJ. Y.

REMEDY FOR
Spermatorrhea. or Seminal Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
This malady, the t err Me consequences of which are
too well knowu to require more than a bare allusion
to them, is one of tbe most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of human ills.
It saps the very springs of Life, rapidly undermines
the constitution, and sinks the unhappy victim into
imlx'cility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of the .Specific Pill afe sufficient to effect a permanent cure in the most aggravated eaten, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or EEoeesea.

Nos. 13 A 15

assortment

SIXTEENTH KEGMIENT.

GENERAL

A SPECIFIC

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Meals to Regular Hoarder* at Reduced Rates.

DRIED FRUIT, &c.

d3m

Commission

a

TO

ME.

MOODY,

con »ve

LITTLE, Asm,
OJIer 31 Exckamgt Street.
money by accorlng tickets st this

ME.

PINE ArrLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

ALLEN. Jr.,

Nos. 13 A 15

Half Way D.wa Willaw Strrrt,

Uf PRICES—In seven ounce bottles, 91— Six
Bottles for 95. In sixteen ounce Bottles, 92—Threo
for 95.
Circulars gratis.
Sold bv all respectable
Druggists, and it the Solo General l>epot iu the United States, by

WM.

Fruit In tin?

or

Fire-Works,
ALAKOE
Ixinterus, American Flags, Ac.

,August

dtf

Sc

BOYS.

THE Three .story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, and contain* ten flu is bed
rooms.
If not sold before the lfith of
next, it will Ik* sold on tlmt day,
n; 11 o’clock, A. M..at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the
premise*, or at the*
*tore of RANDALL k WOODBURY, on Conimor
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21,1868.
dtf

WILLIAOT CAPEX,

DOLE

Yon

BROOK TROUT ood all kind, of KAMI

ORANGES AND LEMONS.

For Sale.

FLOUK, PRODUCE, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
UNION ST., Portland.

TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE !

I

OAA BOXES Messina Oranges,
Lonoits.
/CUU 150 do.

Catalogue,

I

.Tterchant,

rORTLAilK,

TURTLE

OAA RAfi8 of Nuts, of every variety and of the
/gUU best quality.
For sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr..
Nos. 13 A 15 Exchange Street.

Sl«t.
School, aud the
of reference
<
*ent
Fleece
for
a
Ircular.
given.
II. M. EATON k SON. Proprietor*,
AMOS H. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LUCE, Assistant.
June 26th, 1802.
d2w

Brown,

Juno 23.

PORTLAND,

provided with

lowest Boston miss

Jane 23.

.Served up at all hours.

LYNCH A CO.

NUTS7

NUTS!

MONDAY, JULY

This f*
can be

AtID WHQLKftALK I»KA LEK I!t

only

7 MILK STREET,

Niaoaka Falls.

W. D.

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

2*f|

.SECOND (QUARTER of the Summer Session
rpUR
X of thi* Institution will commence

C. D. BROWN,

WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION.”

Iicl. lv sold in Portlond ot

by

dtf

Ever}’ Delicacy

Tea*.

tf

KENT’S HHJt,

Portland, June 23. 1962.

i

Balk, June 23, 1332.

ahd

This rood is broad ocaoe oad is
New end Splendid slecpinE Con.

with hoove.

No.

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dcseise.

•,MVnni fl per day. Stable (onnected

H ALF CHESTS Fini- Oolong Tons,
50 do.
do.
do
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH A CO.
je23—3in

EATON BOARDING SCHOOL,

IMP x. B.—All work
being promptly and personally attended to, i« warranted to give thorough sa refaction.
je23tf

Is tha
reliable form of Hypophobpiiites. made
after the Original Formula of Dr. Churchill. t-iT'Ii*rot
and Use no other !
quiKE

our

June 23. 18fi2.

Watch-Maker,

SIGN

2U> do. Muwavado do.
100 boxes II. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN
J**23—3m

or the

ERIE

336, Wahhikotds 8t„ Bath.

JoLFV/

B. J. D. LABBABEE A 00.,
No. 69 Exchange Street.

L. J. CROSS,

Comluiniiion

To Chicago, Ciucihxati, CLmun>. Drraorr.
Toledo, hr. Hacl. La (.'home. St. Loon,
New Ouiah. or ony port of the
WEST, SOUTH OR JfORTB WEST,

Djr C. M. PLUMMER.

156 Commercial Street.

O T A HIIDS. Cardenas Molasses,

large assortment ofOyal, Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Constantly on hand.

A

tf

A

dlOd

The Best Ix/t

ParllaaS, Me,

Manning

Co's, for sale br
THOM AS AH AW.

JOHN

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

AND SILVERSMITH.
AJ*o, Dealer in Watchm, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

Succewor to

23. 1^2.

&

floliisws and Sugar.

fer Ihe best inducements In dealers aud
phntograprr*,
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.

gv Manufacturing Jeweler,

Europe—

Looking Glasses.

Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
t Mir stock embraces nil articles in this line, and ia
the largest and best selected in the Male, aud we of-

****

Asthma, Chronic Bronchitis. Nervous
Prostration, (.eneral Debility, IM spetisia. Scrofula, Marasmus, Loss of Appetite, Neuralgia,
Female < onrplaints, anti all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy has obtains a great repntation for
most Extraordinary Cures in all Staoeu op
Consumption. It is recommewlcd by inanv thousand Physicians in the United States and
having been used with results uti parallel led iu the annals of medicine.
The JiypophtupkiU* have a two-fold and specific
action; on the one hanfl increasing the principle
which Constitutes Nervous Enkkoy, and on the
other, being the Most Powerful Blood Genekat1*0 Aoknts Known. In cases of Nervous Debility
or Postratiou of the Vital powers, from
any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.

FRAMES,

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials

WOT. II. II. HATCH,

rOB TUB PREVENTION AND CURE OP

n THROUGH TICKETS

respectfully sn-

friends, and the

HOTEL)

BATH

Butter. Choose, flour.

I» very extensive, being of Ihe best manufacture,
such as Winsnr k Newton's (Ml and Water Colors,
Ilrusbes, Drawing Capers, I'cncll*. Crayons, Oil* and

MIDDLE STREET,

141 Middle Street,

uumerous

to hi*

"

dim

Consumption,

and

would very

[LAAfcijWn ounce

now better than ever prepared to wait upon his customers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he lias
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
dk wtf
I'assadnaikeag, June 2). 1802.

KA BOXES Vermont Cheese—best dairies.
Jl tiU 25 Tubs < hoicc Vermont Butter.
680 Bbl*. Family Flour.
In store and to arrive.
For sale low by F. A. SMITH.
10 A 21 SILVER STREET.
Portland, June 23, 1802.
dtw

who may call.

Broadway.

Portland. June 23. 1962.

THOa. II. POOR.

"i

JU»T*ME€’EIVED,

1141 Middle Stmt,

and Flatulency.
PRKVENTS.Liver Complaints k Bilious Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
lm
July 1. 18G2.

June

Wry choice colMtfon of Fine Lugraving* and
Lithographs, which we shall be happy to show to any

T. R. BURNHAM.

CURES.Dy spepsia,
CORRECTS.Indigestion

QA BBLS. Cragin
AU

▲

REMEMBER THE HUMBER.

Me.

Tainting*

K-.^l’ravc

cenerally. that during the temporary
■JjljflQ,■public
■compulsory suspension of hi* business be
f
ha* furnished thi* well-known house anew, and is

B«hT Tongnci*.

|

i. tho only Room whom olthor of tho Rnmham. am intomofod in tho City, J. U. 1*. lirn'Thaving .old hi* Room and gone to Sew York,

TITCOMB,

and Re-

Engravings,

GILT

BBUnTIIE subscriber

A RUA XOKXKXT.

laaaengrra for thia route will take the can at tha
Portland. Karo ft l'ortamonth, or Kennebec ft Portland Depot,, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. .Han't
Farmington May 5, lata.
jaucSMif

iiAirfiE<

E. O. Mayo*
Proprietor.
PASSADUMXEAG, MAINE.

Goods, Ac.,

MERCHANDISE._

THOS. LYNCH.

Juno 23.

rrwvDii

hopes

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

THIS

-PREPARED BY-

jc24tf

CHAN. r. CHOUSE All.

IVr ami iivml Frame, with French Mirrors: (Hit,
Ktmnv iml Imitatio, S(w««hI Frame, both Oval
*mt
S,|U»rp, for Kiigravings and Photographs, at low
;
prices And warranted aatmthetory.

PORTLAND.

#0

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston, January, 1802.
dTtnis

famishing

Manufacturers of

G-rocere,

SIGN OF THE BIG

to

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ao.

00 MIDDLE SRREET,

bah

and Wholesale
Importers,
tail Dealers in

Picture Frames,

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

W6

poor.

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy

dtf

Manufacturer*,

Pertlaad. Me.
j«*23tf

BAKKKK,

public.

And solicit a shan- of public patronage,
trusting
that by
the purest cheniica'sand best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the disiM'nsary department, to merit flic confidence
of the public.

R. J. D. LARRABEE A CO.,

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF.

riLBO

fort and accommodation of the travelling
Tim sleeping rooms are targe and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and completely
tarnished for fkmilies aud large travelling parties,
and the bouse will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

taken "tore, Na. 75 Middle Street*
Block.) and respectfully invite public attheir large and well selected stock of

Have
(Fox
tention

City.

access

easy

juneSWtf

{ISWMHS3 °n Rod after Moxdat, Mar 6. 1803,
will leave Portland for Lewiaton
ami faiuuugton via Brunawiek, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiaton, Bath and Tortland. via Brunawiek, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiaton for Bath and Portland ria Branawlck at 11 46 A. M.
Freight tiaina daily between Portland and Lawlaton.
RTAoi roxxcrrioxa.
Stage learea Strickland', Ferry Tueadav*. Tharadava and Saturdaya, for IJvrrraore. Canton. Para
and Dlxffeld; returning
oppoafte d; V:.
-S'»V‘' leavea North Jay for Ka»t L.xdeld, DlxSeld.
and Weld, on Tneadava, Thnradavs and
Salardaya;
returning oppnaite dara.
Slage leave. Farmington or New Vlnevard, New
Portland and Kingtield. on Wedneadava and Satnrdav*. ret timing on Mondaya and Friday*.
Farmington daily, lor Strong, Aron

[travel. It contains the modem improve____|uieut«. and every convenience for the com-

Drug Store!

cbosmaF*

MXXU

Bostox, Mass.,
largest and best

the

April. 1S82.

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

arranged Hotel in
New England State*; is centrally l«»caIStheand
of
from all the routes of

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

LYNCH,

1STew

is

a*

ent wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various branches of house-furnishing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
tail of proving satisfactory on examination.

DEALERS IK-

Cammereial Street,

and

Hr State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
je23—lmdaw

now

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Drug

[ted.

afibve, comprising as
nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can find almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priecd goods, suited to their differ-

ME.

a

and Plated Ware,

Cutlery,

attention

store,

in

_Augaata.

AMERICAN HOUSE,

Paint Establishment.

General Assortment of

a

usually kept

of the

centre

(ONNKCTIoae.

Aagaata

Ttrms Moderate Ay the Week sr Day*
Bath, June 23. 1*3.
dtf

Dye-Stuffs,

And all other articles

of purchasers
invited to the large
and deriraMe stock of House-keeping Goods
THE
in
it does

and

Carncr of Penrl nnd Federal Sts..

PORTLAND,

_A_nd

in the business

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Dealer in

and

Britannia Ware, Table

THOMPSON,

Je23tf

ADAMS, Proprietor.

1 he Saoapahotk is one of the finest, most
spacious, aud best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within three minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being di-

rectly

M.,

train for

ftTAOE

luvitiug
larg«* cities.

STOCKINGS, Ac.,

M

Stage, leave Bath dally (Kundava excepted) at J.flO
I M on arriv. of tram from Portland and
Boaton.
lor Wwcawet, Damariacotta.
Waldoboro’. Rockland
uni I homaston.
leave
Stage,
daily (Sunday, excepted h for
Bel that, on arrival of tram from Portland
and Boaton.
Ticket, aold in Boaton for all the atationa on the
Kennebec ft Portland, Androaeoggin, and Someraet
ft Kennebec Road,.
Freight train* run dally between Augaata and Portl»»d.
It H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Snperintendrat.

BATH, MAINE*

-ALSO-

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble

ELASTIC

FURNITURE,

daw2w

J.

appointment.

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulIv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
retreats from the dust aud turmoil of our

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,

^.PLAIN

[Photographic Artist,

No. 32 EXCHANGE

M., and
connecting with tha
Lowell and Boaton.
L''»vc Portland on Saturday*. at 8.16 P. M.. on arrlVRA of train from Boston, fbr Bath and
Augusta.
).A> A

SAGADAIKH K HOUSE,
AlfVed Carr,
Proprietor,

ENGLISH. FRENCH AM AMERICAN PERFIMERY,

Parlor, OtiamlDer

order.

executed to

June 23.

Marble

CIIAS. II.
je23—3m

GENUINE MEDICINES.

SA.HL'EL ADLAIU, Jr„

me.

acscnpiioo

every

Drugs,

AND FANCY GOODS,

•#*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23,1832.

T. R. BURNHAM,

SILVER STREET

Mondag Morning and Saturday Kerning Train,.

leave Aagaata at 6AO A.
„‘vaina
llatb at 6.30 A.
for Portland,

———

X*. lO EXCHANGE STREET,

“Mechanicsville, the extremity of the right
wing of our army, is a point to which I always
look with the greatest
anxiety. The strong
force the enemy has opposite to it. the
heavy

guns mounted on their earthworks, all commanding it, and the two bridges ami easilypassed swamps all render it a most dangerous
post. Federal pickets there are always in constant fear ot the
enemy’s shells, and the utmost watchfulness of our cannoneers is sometimes of no avail to guard
against

sf

»

j('23dtf

(

Fine Chemicals, Pure

-DKALER IK-

JOHN

W

esraer

Streets.

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OR DAY.

DEALER IN-

attention is especially invited.

To all of which

Pertland, Me.

D.

Csacresa,

oa

first class iu every

JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE STS.,

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,

-AKD-

remedy,
ingredient

follow,:
excepted)
A ugwata lor Bath, Portland and
lloatoa. at 11 U A
d.. ronnacting at Brnnawick with the Androaconta
fiailroad (br Lewi.ton, Llrenaore Falla, Wlitonind
arndngton.
Leave Portland fowBath and Angaata at 1 OOP M
mmiocfing at Brnnawick with the Androneozgia
rain, for atationa on that mad; and at
Aagnata with
he Someraet ft Kennebec Railroad for Watervtllc,
vend all', Mill* and Skowhcgaii. and at KandalPa
dill, with tho Penobacot ft Kennebec Rood for Pittalebl. Newport and Bangor; arrivingaame night.

THIS is the largest Hotel in the State, possessing all the modern improvements, aud

great variety

a

BEALE,

"Wholesale

I have found them all that could be desired. Their
effect Aan been truly wonderful. I used them in a
case of Spermatorrhea of long
standing which has
been under treatment for years. I think three boxes
will complete the cure."—E. P. Dicker, M. I).
nor is there
tJT'Thls is not a Homeopathic
any mercury or other deleterious
combined with it.
Price—91 per box. Six boxes for 96,
Mail prepaid. For sale bv all respectable Druggists, and at
the Sole General Depot in the United States, by

will tear* <Uttr,(SaaJO^B] Puacngcr train*
aa

PORTLAND, ME.

Preble

of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that tile market affords—Silk, Satin, LinAlso
en, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles.
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

3m

SIGN AND FANCY

Science.

I will endeavor to

Sltaated

DOESKINS !

ORNAMENTAL

OLIVER S.

ent

genera! approbation here, although

PREBLE HOUSE,

ARHAXumXT.

Commenced April 141*. DO.

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

tcislm

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Wldgcry's Wli»rf.)

do JO 11N

Proprietor.

SUMMER SEASOX8 !

Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain and Fancy

GOODS,

FURNISHING

COMMISSION

UlLllCiRIt.K,

■ I'MMan

OPEN fbr Genteel Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportunities tor fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A Steam_er run* from Portland dailv. Experienced
linen in attendanc.
je25*fcw

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

Clothiers,

or Order* solicited.

MEDICAL.

**

BRACKETT,

8pring

Mo. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

d that timlier, brimful of the information
which he could give to the Richmond conspirators.
This bridge, so opportunely discovered,
was built across the stream, about a half a mile
below Mechanicsville.
The enemy were found to be equally busy in
other ways. A solid line ofentrenchments hail
been built all along the hill to|>s on their side of
the stream, and numerous guns had la'cn mounted there. Their pickets had been strengthened, and a balloon view exposing their camps
behind the hill tops, gave a grand landscape of
the camp of thousands of men. Their quietness was only a
ruse, and under its cover they
had prepared on an extensive scale for the
movement which Monday last brought forth.

A FAIR

Tailor,

to

as

AND

PAINTER,

booms

J lie lemains ot

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S ISLAND,
HENRY M.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

HANSO KT,

winter,

along the river collecting and retaining
considerable quantities, for the use of mills
immediately below them. In our village arc
two blocks of mills, one containing 1, and the
other nine single saws and a gang. Indeed,
with sasb-blind and door factory, two curtain
fixture factories, a machine shop, at which
considerable numbers of sewing machines are
now being built; a “heading” mill, match factory, and various other shops, we are thriving
finely, and are now doing probably twice as
much business as our older, larger, and more
pretentious neighbor just below.

public

RAILROADS._
KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

Summer Retreat,

himself

prepared

and the

Of

tr

373

J10TELS._

X Y,

H

by selections from the New
Styles of Goods recently imported In New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers
Has

Temple Street,

Portland, June 23. 1862.

DISCOVERY.

APOTHECARY,
Conprew Street,
Portland,

H.

137, MIDDLE ST„

Of tli© Most Desirable Pattern.

numbers, spreading about on the Federal side
of the liver, aud correctly viewing many of our
most important movements.
The newsboy
crossed there with his copies of the Richmond
Despatch, and many a spy and deserter had

II-

H.

For

The usefulness of all this extreme caution
was soon demonstrated.
A forlorn hope from
the Federal forces directed by a high officer,
started on a dark night on an expedition of
the greatest secrecy and danger. Through the
wet grass of the swamp, sometimes waisted in
w ate r, they crawled for nearly a mile—nowback, now forward, doubling upon and retracing their path all the way to the river’s
edge. There all the trouble taken was amply
repaid. A snug log way had been built across
the stream, and through the gloom could lie
traced until it lost itself in the distance. This
had been one quiet performance of the rebels,
made right uuder our batteries and in front of
our picketers, but so effectually concealed by
the rank luxuriance of the swamp that, until
the brave party discovered it, from McClellan
down, we were in entire ignorance of its exist-

L.

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

AND DEALERS IN

the head waters of the river—the various

on

of

Fashionable

several years past The lumber in this drive is
probably about two-thirds or three-fourths of
the whole amount cut

Merchant

TUCKER A WEBSTER,
109

NO. 10.

BECKETT,

WI. C.

J. O. TIJKEY.
PORTLAND, ME.
jo30—3md&w

__

informs me that his division left South Kor-

ridgewock on the 3d of June. To that place
the logs had to be driven by another division,
or “corps de arrnec.”
The logs arc not driven,
as formerly, by individual owners, but by the
Kennebec Log-driving Co., incorporated for
that purpose by act of Legislature. The “drive’’
this year numliers abont 70,000 logs, scaling in
the aggregate, nearly 25,000,00 ft., and the lumber is said to be of better quality than usual for

Oussettings,

FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four doors from Middle Street,
O. H. BREED.

JULY 3, 18G2.

—

Elutic

AND

v/ver liiis sirucLure ni hi Slim is nan come in

COMMUNICATIONS.

MORNING,

BUSINESS CARDS.
Lutings, Serges,

ence.

[From

THURSDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

W. BAXrltl.D.

P. J. Pobhibtali.
June 23.

can

JJoHtOTl.

be round at the above

.I;

place

WANTED— Convenient tenements lor the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, aud with!'. te» minXJbb utr«' walk of the Post Office Pont ..otto
exceed from #150 to 175 i*»r annum
Address Box 43. Post 01.0’. or
at the Countlug Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.

Jnk

apply

Portland. June 33.

dbtf

■

Hie State of

Maine—Relatively.
Few States have suffered more from emigration, to fill up the great North-West, and to
populate the Pacific coast, than the State of
Maine. A foolish idea has too much possessed

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Thursday Morning, July 3, 1862.

the minds of her young men, that other States

--

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN

—————■

present superior claims to their attention, offer
greater encouragement to enterprise, and afford lwtter stimulants to honest

deed,
FOR

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,

our

and our

uninviting scenery, has

prevalent

with those who have been born

appalling wickedness of the present age.
But despite the efforts of traitors aud rebels
the day will be celebrated, and every libertyloving heart will throb with a quicker pulsa-

tion as, tomorrow, he shall call to mind the
deeds of the past aud contemplate the duties
of the present.
me sun arose on me

thirty

morning

millions of people,

than any other people
.who had more
on earth to thank God to his goodness, and
for his wonderful works for the children of
reason

everywhere abounded except in
the hearts of men then planing to dismember
the heritage of their lathers. In such henris,
though surrounded by the insignia of peace
and loyalty, there were then kindling up the
latent lire' ef treason, and the war cloud, in
all its blackness, was beginning to gather
Peace

men.

around and within them.
One year passed, and the tempest had burst
upon that thirty millions of people with terrific power, and men held their breaths from
very fear and anxiety. What was to be the
result; would treason triumph, or would loywould our Constitutional Presi-

alty prevail;

State to

upon the soil,
er States.

ww----—

upon

dent be driven from his rightful seat, and

an

usurper become its occupant; would the free
States become a unit, or would the entering

wedge of division be successfully driven home
by the power of party spirit and party drill ?—
these were problems not Hilly—at least, not
satisfactorily—solved. Never did American
Constitutional Liberty see a darker 4th of J ulv,
since the peace of ’83, than it witnessed in

as

with those

was

more

fashionable than

rialize such works—and

from one year ago!
Everywhere the
armies have been reaping conquests.

loyal
The

problem of a united or a divided North has
been solovd, and solved gloriously for the cause
of freedom.

No President

was

ever more

firm-

seated in the Executive chair than the present incumbent; for no one, since Washington,

ly

certainly,

has ever more

frilly

shared the confi-

dence, the honor, and the respect of all loyal
The war cloud has lifted

American citizens.
and revealed

its “silver

linings.” Beyond the
hour, all bloody as it is, is seen
the bow of promise.
“'Jhe morning light is
breaking,” and the people everywhere feel that
the questions of a conquered and perfectly
subdued rebellion, of a restored Union, based
on purer, because purified principles, and of a
long, happy and prosperous peace, are questions no longer involved in doubt—that they
are simply questions of time.
It is fitting, then, that a loyal people should
meet together to-morrow, and in acts of patstruggle

riotism,

of the

consecrate

country's

their hearts anew to their

Though

new-made graves,
mothers' tears and widows’ weeds every day
cause.

atd everywhere remind us of the terrible cost
of saving our glorious Union from the vandal
hand of rebellion; though the angel of sorrow
is even now hovering over so many house-

holds; though

the revealings of every new
born are looked forward to with tormenting

anxiety, and though our loved ones—so recently frill of life and joy—now till a soldier's lonely grave, or burn with thirst and fever in some
scantily supplied hospital, where friendship's
band may not moisten the lips or bathe the
brow, yet thank God our sons have proved
themselves men, worthy their noble sires;—
and we can rejoice,and we will rejoice, though
they have perilled all or lost all. rememliering
that the sacrifice has been made in so noble

u

present to picto-

see

how

Maine

is

A child thus instructed, in the absence of other
and better information, would naturally regard
the Suite of Maine as a good place to catch

trout,

to

trap musquashes, or to procure cheap
fuel—particularly green slob-wood.
occurs

si

ui us

nisi a lew

since one Of

years

graphic descriptive writers

the most

of

our

was sent on a mission to Maine
by the
proprietors of a widely-known and popular
magazine, to serve up our people and their
ruling interests for the enlightenment and
gratification of ail the world in general, and
“the rest of mankind" in particular. He came,

country,

he saw, he wrote,—and ichat did he write, and
what name did he designate us ? Why, he

by

had

a

long, appropriately illustrated article,
Logger* of Maine"; as though
wa« only one vast logging
swamp, and

entitled "The
Maine

beasts, lived in camps,

day anniversary

at

represented. To give the plastic mind of
childhood,—upon which first impressions are
stamped with an indelibility seldom witnessed
n after life,—an idea of the
great features,
•haracteristics. productions and pursuits of our
State, not in any particular locality but as a
whole, the makers of such books have been accustomed to present, not a lively picture of
commercial activity, with its skeleton shi|is approaching completion, and its snowy canvass
filling before the breeze; not a manufacturing
town, with its stately edifices dedicated to the
god of industry; uot a rural scene, with its
quiet lake, its noisy brook, its merry haymakers, its flocks and herds, its frolicing lambs and
its rollicking children; not a quiet country
church, where old people worship God and
young people worship eaeh other; not a village
schoolhouse in its setting of green, studded
with bright-eyed, rosy-checked, mischief-loving
gems; not even a farm-yard with its cows, or
a poultry-yard with its feathered
subjects of
King Chanticleer, but we find simply an old,
dilapidated mumill. In some gloomy mountain
gorge, through which rushes the maddened
stream, overhung by cold, cheerless and forbidding firs, and set off with ]>endant icicles"
and falling snow-flakes! Such is the pictorial
idea of Maine which has been photographed
upon the very foreground of the young mind.

Another year has come around in the regular order and succession of the seasons, and
will rise upon another birthof freedom. How changed

oth-

our

all her sons

sun

imported from

school books—the common
school geographies of a few years ago, when it
Look into

larti

to-morrow's

become almost

as

the

years ago

soil,

tions are not

soon—almost before the graves of the
heroes had ceased, to be fresh or

“fourth,”

sterile

TIKE, of Calais.

constructe-d at so much cost and with the sacrifice of so much blood. Heaven in kindness
took the old patriot to his final home, before
his eyes had been dimmed with tears shed over

wo

fogs,” our

Congress,

tlie grass to sod them over—a “generation of
vipers” would arise who, with vandal hand
would seek to demolish a temple of Liberty

1

“down east

to

Revolutionary

of the

In-

A.

Tomorrow, July 4th, Is the anniversary of
the birth of American Independence—a day
which the prophetic eye of the elder Adams
foresaw would be celebrated by posterity with
rejoicings such as the kindling of bonfires,
the firing of cannon, the pealing of bells, the
forming of processions and other kindred
demonstrations. Probably he did not foresee
so

industry.

find fault with our cold

emigrate from. If our observagreatly at fault, this spirit is quite

Oar National Anniversary’.

that

to

climate,

good

----■

disposition

chronic in certain quarters, and it seems to be
thought a proof of wonderful wisdom to sneer
at this portion of our common country as a

OF 8KOWHEGAN.

For RcprewtitaUTe
Fifth District FREDERIC

the

ison,

were

and did

clothed in the skins of slain

pine sliver and vennothing but cut saw-logs and
on

manufacture them into lumlier for the market.
Now we hope not to be misunderstood. We

do

not—we

would not—underrate

ing interests,
goodly State

but we

object

to

our

lumber-

holding

our

up before the world forever, as
tile home of the l>ear and the beaver, and oc-

cupied by men only to reap forest productions,
planted without their agency, and matured
independently of human enterprise. We object
to having Maine, with her varied interests,
held up simply as a logging State. She has
mines of wealth more enduring than her pines
—to be developed as her forests shall give
place to waving fields, and her musical waterfalls shall take on the accompaniment of buzzing spindles.
We fear

no

successful contradiction of the

local pride, but
assertion,—based
extended observation and stubborn facts.—that
Maine stands, by nature, geographical position, climate, mineral wealth, fertility of soil,
not on

mere

advantages, and in many other refront rank of States. Our
people—particularly our young )ieopIe—need
to know, to feel, and to take an honest pride

commercial

spects, in the tery

glad

that

city proposes
day worthy of its glorious associations—worthy of the great deeds demanded in this great struggle, and worthy, too, of a
city which was prompt to respond to the first
are

scrvance

a

Dow and

battle,
worthy

ol>-

of the

call of the Executive.
ed

an

our

While she has furnish-

Shepley to lead her sons to
she has not been sparing in soldiers
a

of such

gallant

leaders.

Nobly

has she

done her duty—nobly will she persevere in
her course.
Let, theu, the day be consecrated to freedom,
to rejoicing, to <|uickening the pulsations of
patriotism, to begetting high and holy resolves
that we will stand by our old flag until it shall
wave from the Atlantic to the Paoilie, from the
Gulf to the Lakes, over everv foot of American soil, “withou a
stripe erased or a star ob-

acured!”

&y“A special

train from Washington arrived at New York Sunday evening, bringing
to the

city Secretary Seward and Gen. Frestaff, embracing Col. Albert, Major
Zagony i, Major Haskell, and others. The train
arrived at abon' seven o'clock in the evening.
Gen. Shields also came as far as Philadelphia
in this train. General Fremont immediately
joined his family. Mr. Seward proceeded to
the Astor House, where he Is stopping. A
number of friends called upon him during the
evening. Mr. Thurlow Weed is also stopping
mont

and

at the Astor House.

The arrival of Mr. Sewsubject of much comment among
the politicians at the Astor House, and is likely to occasion as many speculations us the late

ard

was

the

visit of the President at West Point

It

wa»

conjectured by some
Seward

was

that the presence of Mr.
due to the secession meeting t<

Ixi held at the Cooper Institute on Tuesday
evening, while others argued that his visit inn
reference to Gen. Fremont's future movement

following

his withdrawal from Ids command

A Suggestion.—A friend suggests that f

premium ought to Ixj offered for the best drill
cd military company that shall apjx-ar to-mor
The premium might appear iu the shape
row.
of a banner. There are several military or
ganizations in the city, and tile suggestion ii
worthy of consideration.

precisely in appearance, soil, and many other
characteristic*, like the large section lying between the Fenobscot and the upper Kennebec,
and drained by the Sebasticook and Piscataquis, only the latter has not its low feverbreeding fogs and its ague shakes.
But, though there is no end to the subject,
make

end of this article, or we
shall be sure to find the end of the reader's patience, if indeed it is not already exhausted.
We would say a word for the climate of Maine
must

we

but for the

of this article.

length

climate.

ous

an

The

atmosphere

It is

a

glori-

of our hills and

valleys is just the stuff with which to inflate
lungs of a free population. True, we have
that scourge of down east—pulmonary consumption—nearly equal in its terrors to the
pneumonia of the West—but is it not as much
traceable to the imprudence of our fair daughters—their thin slippers and scanty covering
the

for the delicate vital organs—as to any defect
of climate ? Let us have the habits of our
young ladies, in this regard, improved, and We
will soon have healthy mothers, who will be-

queath to the State
healthy posterity.

well-developed

a

and

Correspondent.)
Letter from Washington.
[from

our own

The engagements of the Mth amt '21th

the

on

Chickalmminy—Change of McClellan's base
of operations—The situation—Telegraphic
communication with the army at present

suspended.

Washington,

June 20, 12 midnight.
The worst of the reports from the Peninsula, of which I wrote to you to-day, have been
confirmed

by the arrival of those who yesterday' left the White House, on the Pamunkey'
river, the late base of Gen. McClellan's operations.

Vesterday a detachment of the enemy in our
held a railway and telegraph station on
the Richmond and York River (West Point)
Railway, known as Despatch Station, some ten
miles from White House, which is the point
where that railway crosses the Pamunkey rivrear

er.

Up to White House, on the Pamunkey river,
gunboats sometime since made their way,
and on Saturday, 28th inst., three were still
there. From that place Gen. McClellan has
received his supplies, lauded there from vesour

sels.

days of last week, Gen. McClellan
has been removing his supplies from White
House, with a view, it is said, of making a
ror some

point

on

the James river his base of operations.

supplies accordingly have been and are
still moviug, in vessels, down the Painunkey
to where it empties into the York river, at
West Point,thence down the York, past Fortress Monroe, thence up the James as far as
they may go. As we are at present advised,
the navigation of the James river is obstructed by sunken vessels, Ac., near Fort Darling,
about eight miles from Richmond, where our
gunlmats were repulsed some weeks ago.
The

To reach the James river, and to open communication between that and Gen. McClellan's

left,

four miles of road were to Is- cut.

Part

of the way lies through a forest. The axes of
the sturdy men of one of tile Maine regiments

that, some, one day last week.
this time no doubt Gen. McClellan is in
ringing

were

By

at

free communication with the James
course at

boats

It

point where our vessels
bring supplies and aid.

can

river,

of

and gun-

a

prepart- for and facilitate this arrangement, that the movement of Hooker's
Division on the left was recently made.
to

was

It

was

while this

change

of line was

going
ourextreme right,

iny.

The position was held by Kit7. John PorDivision, mostly composed of regulars.—
it, however, are the Maine Second, and, if I

ter’s
In

mistake not, the Maine Fifth.
uicai;

nrir

ic^iiuciita

Thursday and Friday,
Seventh Maine.

as were

All that

111

lur

ii^iiu*

ui

the Sixth and

is known

of the

casualties in these

regiments has been telegraphed specially to the Press, to-night, in
season for your Monday morning's issue.
The
report of the wounding of Col. Jaekson, and
of the death of Lieut. Col. Heath, are brought
by a reliable gentleman, a cautious man, on the
faith of whose statement the despatch was forwarded. Probably, before this reaches you,
the telegraph will have given the anxious
friends of the brave men of Maine more detinThe Held and statT olllcers of the 2d Kegimcnt
are unhurt, and the casualties of the regiment,

her agues nnd her shakes. We do not have (lie
gold placers of California and Oregon; t.or do

as

droughts of

Mississippi;

nor

do

ous

serpents, their poisonous insects, their yel-

we

have their

low fever and their
It is
ceed

readily

alligators,

deadly

their venom-

malaria.

admitted that other States ex-

In some one or

regiments.

stated, 7 killed and 22 wounded,

have been

seem

comparatively light.
(Sunday) afternoon,

At four o'clock this

the former or

the everlasting winter rains nnd mud of the
latter. We do not have the sugar plantations
of Louisiana, the rice swamps of Carolina, nor
the cotton fields of Alnlwma and

egraphic

to

tel-

communication with the army was
We have no information from the

still cut off.

Held of operations later than that

brought by

my informant, referred to above, who left Gen.
McClellan's headquarters on Saturday morning
six o'clock, and the White House (14 miles
from the General's headquarters) at ten o'clock.

at

He

saw no

indications of the renewal of the

advanpossibly
ami some in another—but
the State that within her own self

battle that morning.
The story goes—and it is one which you will
see in the telegraphic reports hence to to-mor-

so great a variety and such an
appacontrariety of interests as our owu ? We
have nearly four hundred miles of sea coast,
stretohingfVom Kittery Point to Quoddy Head,
indented by as fine harbors as ever gave shelter to a nation's commerce; navigable rivers
penetrating to the very heart of the State; the
surface of the land broken into plateaus, causing the streams, as they leap from one to an-

papers—that Gener(Fltz John
Porter’s Division) on Thursday (or Friday)—
gained advantages—that tile next day he was
caught between the last named division and

other, to furnish

M., Gen. Stoneman's division, some six or seven
thousand Cavalry, with artillery, lay at White

us

tages—some in
where is

more

one

combine#

of water (Kiwer
sufficient to turn the machinery of the world.
Think of the exhaustless granite quarries of
an

amount

row

morning's

New York

al Jackson had attacked our lines

that of Gen. Stonemam, when he
to

tion reliable.

On

explanation of the situaSaturday at ten o'clock, A.

House.

had not then been

were

to

They
expected

and New Orleans have been

division

of the lime in Thomaston

that word of the

success

along

The

planter a nation. Then there are the
slate quarries of Browunille, the iron of Katahdin. the marble and marl recently discovered in Aroostook, the tin In Oxford, the mica,
the feldspar, and numerous other mineral, calcareous or silicious deposits, scattered all over
the State with a prodigality that should lead
every child of Maine to feel grateful that his
lilies have been east in the midst of such abundant resources of wealth. Then think of our
extensive inland amt coast fisheries, and the
sources

the

of wealth which

comparative

ease w

they constitute, and

ith which their treas-

The lumber of the State
—apparently inexhaustible to the uninitiated—
ures

may lie secured.

have not

hold their

/A..

4*..

the lines.

It is plain it is
was

one

gin

teem

with farms that outshine those of al-

any western State. Western New York,
with all Its feme for wheat growing, is almost

most

Friday,

preparing, when

Jphtwltcrrk-s

bracing. probably, some seven
dred samples. The Secretary
us with the
following list of

week at this time.

But the

is oflket

fact that

one,

by the

Herscy.

Herscy, Esq.,

for best twelve stocks of

I'lllllxifK

Of

[Reported

if it be

tine division ol

position

without limit.

by the James River,

as

Any

indicate*1

above.

I).

CjU'The
busily
Presque
engaged in collecting hospital stores forth*
sick anil wounded soldiers. They have no
been nor w ill they be, behind any town it
Isle are

Maine iu their devotion to the cause of tin

Union.

E. II.

manifest.

Starbird, Esq., of Falmouth called the Convention to order and introduced Bev. H. Whltcher
of Falmouth, who led in prayer. R. P. M.
Greeley, of New Gloucester was chosen Secretary. Messrs. Rev. Sargent Shaw of North
Scarboro’, Hon. W. H. Vinton of Gray, Rev.
II. Whitcher of Falmouth, Rev. E. W. Jackson
of Gorham, and J. M. Packer, Esq.,of Scarboro’,
were chosen Vice Presidents.
The

meeting

was

then addressed

by

Rev. E.

W. Jackson, concerning the cause in the Canadas and Gorham. The conditionofthe latter,

represented as anything but cheering, hut
speaker predicted that before long the rumsollers there will lind themselves entrapped.
The Committee on Resolves reported—
Jl'HoIrnl, That Temperance is still Trntprranre; though not now so much as formerly
occupying the public mind, though not calling
together so large conventions ot men and women, though not advocated so earnestly by the
pulpit and the press, though denied a place in
political platforms;—still it is a cause dear to
the heart of every heart of patriot, philanthropist. and Christian:—a cause still holding withwas

the

in its embrace our most cherished interests and
fondest hopes; a cause still remembered by the

Cumberland County Temperance Association,
which comes again to-day ils it has come of
old. to pledge to it a renewed zeal and with the
hope of kindling again uponitaaltcr the ancient
Are.

to attend to business.

rr we understand that Capt. Putnam, of

E, Maine Cavalry, who is now at home in
Iloulton, has suffered from a severe attack of
Dipthcria, but is now doing well.
Correction.—Capt. Chas. Tililen is IJeut.
Col. of the Sixteenth Hegiment, instead of Wilder, as incorrectly printed in the letter from
our Augusta correspondent, a day or two
Co.

since.

'yThe

That intemperance is still intemperance ; in the face of law and an outraged
public sentiment, still busy in our streets carrying on its w ork of pain and sorrow, destitution and death, still nuinliering its unhappy
followers by thousands, still holding the aged,
seducing the middle-aged, and setting new
snares to catch the young, still the plaguc-s|>ot
on our otherwise fair complexion, and the hitter ingredient in our cup of rejoicing, still the
unconquered foe of this Association which
arms again to-day to pledge to it a renewed
hostility, and to strengthen each others hands
to deal still harder blows for its overthrow.
Resol red, That the effect of intoxicating
liquors upon our army and navy is marked and
terribly disastrous; therefore we believe it to
lie the duty of the government by stringent
legislative enactments, to banish rum in all its
forms from the army; to the end that if our
brave officers and soldiers must die they may
die sober.
ltruolred, That as means for carrying forward tlic cause of temperance, and of carrying
backward tile cause of intemperance, the pulpit and the press have ever stood foremost in
the rank of human agencies; and we cull upon
both, to lilt up their voices, and s|>are not, till
this great evil be removed from the laud.
Two

more

resolutions

were

offcred;

one

Maine Alliance, and theothercom-

landing the

nieuding the Temperance Journal.

The

two

first resolutions were taken up aud discussed
by Rev. E. W. Jackson, Hon. W. H. Vinton,

Esq.,

and Rev. D. M. Graham.

were

was

then

truly eloquent,
many eyes.

discussion

was on

the use of

liquors

as

a

The

medi-

the sole representative of the medical fraternity who took
issue on tlie

was

himself

ill-

point
expressed
ing to meet any one, in future debate of the
question. After some further debate, adjourned until evening. R. P. M. Greely w as chosen
permanent Secretary.
The evening was occupied in short speeches
by Messrs.Greely,Carleton, Vinton,Stackpole,
Richard Parker. Adjourned.
and

Sharpshooters

are

attached

tioned near

jured on the Front Koyal K. K. are doing well.
The Company is armed with Sharpe's Killes.
For the Soldiers.—Two boxes of stores
and clothing, for the hospitals, were forwarded
by ('apt. Allen. Tuesday. Three I Mixes were
for the Third Maine Kegiineut, and were sent
to Mrs. C. A. L. Sampson, Fortress Monroe.
—[Bath Times.

ET-The Fortress Monroe correspondent of
Philadelphia Press says:
“If General Pope advances quickly to cover
McClellan's right it will be all over with the
Southern Confederacy, as Burnside will soon
have indisputable possession of the great
the

w

jyAny believer in hard times must tie
possessed of considerable faith who could witness the departure of the American boat this
morning, without having his faith shaken. It
is speaking very mildly to say that she was
tilled with excursionists, accompanied by the
Urigudc Hand, going on to UM^tatcs to see
4th of July sights.—(St.
JohO^Hpo.—1st inst.

Hospital. Stoke*.—Whatever doubt there
may have lx*n about the grand result of the
recent terrible battles before Richmond, of one
thing there can be no doubt—that there must
lx1 an enormous demand for hospital stores.—
The numlx>r of sick and wounded must be immense.
We rannot err in doing all in our
power to provide in some way for their comfort. Hundreds and probably thousands are
to be cure d for.
Even before these last battles the steamlxxits were
bury in bringing to
Washington, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Xrw
^ ork the invalids from theYorktown
peninsula. What a work will be
imposed on the medical officers of the army and the sanitary commission ! Let us be prompt in
seeing that the
hospitals and the sanitary commission, and
whatever association* aid in caring for the soldiers, are supplied liberally with whatever
they need. Now is the time for giving with a
genorous hand. Wre may be sure that we shall
not furnish more than is
required.—[Providence Journal.

ty“The patriotic ladies of Bangor are to
a
Strawberry Festival to-morrow, for the

hold

benetit of the sick and wounded soldiers. It
will be a success. The
Strawberry Festival is

institution peculiar to Bangor, and always
We have been there.

an

successful.

BROKERS' BOARD. BOSTON. Jaw 30.
23 Portland Saco and Portsmouth Railroad 1021
20 Boston and Maine Railroad.
198}

3....do.108}

81.000 United State* Coupon Sixes (1881).102
86,(810.do
1021
8600 United State* 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.106
*7.000 .do.lot:
813.000 .do.10*1
81,166 United State* Demand Notes.106
819,820 .do.105
812,455 United State* Coupons (July).108

81.255.do.loti

83.920 .do .109
811.250 American Gold..
108

811.000 .do.109

818,170.do.109

839,155

Southern railroads.”

Death ok a Maine Soldier.—Charles P.

Waterman, of Meriden, Conn., and formerly

a

resident of Gorham, Maine, died at the Hospital, Fort Pulaski, June 4th. Deceased was

recently a member of the 7th Regiment, Conn.
Volunteers, hut had lately been connected with
the lT. S. regular army, and had received a furlough, expecting ro return home on a short
visit

Nomination.—By special
Ellsworth, last night, we learn

.do.109|

SPOKEN.

from

dispatch

that Hon. Freiieric A. Pike

Congress in
give a full report
for

renominated

the fifth district.

We shall

of the convention to-morrow.

people of

well known to the

Mr. Pike is
Maine

was

open, bold and fearless advocate
of republican principles. His renomination is
as

an

deserved

compliment for his fidelity to his
constituency in the present Congress. He will
be triumphantly elected.
a

Stores.—By express this mornfollowing cases of hospital stores, Ac.,
have been forwarded by the indefatigable
agent, Geo. It. Davis, Esip:
2 cases from Bath to Mrs. C. A. L. Sampson,
Fortress Monroe, for 3d Maine regiment.
1 case to Gen. Shcplcy, New Orleans, for
12th regiment.
1 case for 4th regiment.
1 case to Dr. Cuyler, Fortress Monroe.
1 case to Temple Cutler, for Oth regiment,
Hospital

ing

the

Ferandina, Fla

regiment,
1 case to Capt. Black,
Washington, D. C.
1 case for 8th

Head, S. C.
10th regiment,

Hilton
for

We would say that we hope the people of
Maine will not weary in well-doing. The necessity for these stores is now greater than

gallaut
the fight,

The

ever.

front of

of Maine

sons

in the

were

and our wounded heroes

be cared for.

must

»■

,,APril

J.3* Von
*'
fluin'v
from New 5*L?
York

W. .hip Northern

19«

*Wp H*biwtl»o Cabot,
April ■,18 for ( allao
June 1» Oir l> II Shot
Kh Dingo, from New
York tor New Orleans.
June 14 lat33il. loo 7110, wuaeen
W K
brig
"
Sawyer, bound .s.
June 25, of Halifax, Kh Sultan, from
for
New York.
June 3D, Cap© Cod SSW 4 miles, brig
of
Harpswell, from Portland for Ship Island.
Watt#,

Key.,

_

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BALTIMORE. Ar 29th, soli Mayflower, Kent,

Bangor.

ar 30th, brig Abbott Lawrence, Paller,Boston.
Below, #bip Jam* # Cheston, from Liverpool
*Hh. ship Ellen Stewart, Cofln, Havre; k1» J
B Litchfield, Crockett, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA. Cld flMh, brig Georg© Amos,
Nichols, Boston.
Also cld 3»th.
brig MazatJan, Lewis, Quincy; Kh
Ann, Blake, Bath.
Ar a>th, brig# Abbv Waftma, Watson, Havana; A
C Merryman, Gray, Key Wont; Kniiha, Baker, Boston ; Del moot, Locke, New York; Kh# J C Homer,
Parks, Bucksport; Romp, Stanley, Calais.
Went to #©a 28th, brig Ashler, for Portland.
NEW YORK. Ar wtb, Kh# Brilliant, Norton,
Addison; \rauda?ia,Grant, Ell*worth; Gcrtrnde, Horton, Pendleton; PaUaa, French; Mount Hope, Kenneston; Forest, Wilson; Warrior, Crockett, and St
Lucar. Adam#. Rockland.
PROVIDENCE. Sailed 1st, brig Financier, Haskell, Calais; Kb# Forester, Jordan, Ellsworth; Jacob
Ravmond. Long, Gardiner.
SEW LONDON. Ar 29th, mb Minnie Cobb, Aver!! I. Rockland.
Also ar 1st. ships Exchange, Chaney, Havana ia
ballast; Dolphin, Hnmphrev, Kemedios; bark* Glenwood. Rowland. Havana; David Nickels, Blake, Mat an/.as; Kh A E Willard, Conley, Sagos
Cld 1st. ships Alleghaueana, Bars tow, Havana;
Ann F Schmidt,Twombly, Loudon; Charles Sprague,
Pike, VeraCruz; Galena, Leavitt. NOrleans; barks
Winona, Gallison, Zaza; Helen Maria, Marshall,
Philadelphia; brigs Samuel Welsh. Almekla,Alkaute;
Anna D Jordan, Abbott, Cienfaegos; S P Brown,
Hainirond, Havana; sch* Rocky Hill, Norton, Aux
Caves; Louis Walsh, Reed, Kittery; Cornelia, Blaisdell. Portland; Mary Lanrdon, Piokham. do.
BOSTON. Ar 1st. ship Tranquebar, Goodwin !.ondo.. May 21. Downs 2i»th; bark Azor, Burke, Faya!
15th alt*; Kh* Ino. Steele. Cascumpec PEI; Ranger,
llallowell, Dennymrille; Alma, Frauks, Bluehill.
Also ar 2d, ship Charlemagne, Brown .Trapani May
2. passed Gibraltar 20th; sell* 8parts, Arey, Frankfort; Dray, Huff Wiscasset.

Also

f id

—.

Telegraphed, ship

Portlnnd Post oflier Mall Arraafrnrnta
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 aud8PM. Closes at
7.45 AM and 2 PM.
EASTERN-Arrives at 1.46 I'M Clones at 12 M
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Ex.tport Mr. St
John NB and the British Provinces, Tuesday and
Triday mornings. Closes Mondays and Thursdays
a* 4 PM.
EUROPE via Quebec—Closes every Friday at 12 M
CANADA—Arrives at 1.46 l’M. Closes at'12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 PM. Cloaca at
9 PM.

Autocrat, from

Liverpool.

2d, ships Mattapan, Robinson, Melbourne;
Blanc. Doiatll, New Orleans; Somersetshire,
(new, 1014 tons| Gillespie, of and for New York; bark
Viao, Norton, Marseilles; kUs Charlotte Brown,
LaGonalves; 8 E Parker, Fitzgerald. Camden.
I EM BID »K K. Sailed 27th, Kh Emma Wadsworth,
Norton, Boston.
ELLS'WORTH. Ar 23d. sch* Miuneola, Holt, and
Caressa, Jordan. Providence; Commodore, Grant;
Lather, Cantiingham. and Robert P Warren, Jordan, (button ; Emblem. Mazrell. do.
Cld 24th. Kh Arboreer, Smith, Milton.
BANGOR. Ar 30th, Kb# John Kuggies, Vamum,
Providence; Corinthian, Taplcy, Middletown; Orianna. Linrell, and Dahlia, Kent, Boston.
Also ar 1st. brig Catharine Rogers, Yea ton, Provider ce; Kh Indian Queen. Ilaray, Portland to load
C.’d
Mo it

MARRIED.

Congressional

In Bath 2d inst. by Rev Geo P Mathew*. Mr John
L Purrington, of the firm of Percv k Pnrrington, to
Mi** Mary A. daughter of John Larrabec,
Esq, all of

for St Johns NF.
Cld 39th, Kh Henrietta, Shaw, New York.
Also cld 1st, brigs Hampden, Nickerson, Canary
J#b*s; Penobscot, Edgerly, Grenada; Kh* Packet,
Dosrns. Holmes’s Hide; Pushaw, Creamer. Chelsea;
Sea
Gray, Lynn; Savannah, Karri man, Weymouth; Eagle, Day, Boston; Lnduski. Oliver; Increase, Hurd, and Michael, Smith, Somerset; See
Bee, Herrick, aud J Warren, Cousins, Boston; Zone,
Nickerson, Salem; Rowena, WbortT, Provincetown;

In Bath 99th nit, Mr Wm T Dunham, of B, to Miss
Marcia Sfilkey. of Brunswick.
In
28th ult. Mr Rueben H Bvard. of
W, to Mi** Susan H Abbott, of Verona.
lu Castiue 28tli ult, Mr Philip J llooke to Mra Lucy
1
A Gay, both of C.
In f*ort Fairfield 25th ult, bv Rev W p Rar. Mr W
H Kackliff to Miss Sarah H Hall, both of Presque Isle.

Queen*

Winterport

Champion, Mitchell, Quincy.
Towed to sea 29th. ship Ella,

__DIED.

brig Tangent, Tebbet*.

Sailed 1st,
Kh* Alpine,
York.

ult. Laura C, daughter of Charles and
Emily Rogers, aged 1 year; 23d, Wilber E, son of
Thomas Mathews, aged 5 xears 10 mos.
In Woolwich 22d ult, Mr t'ldrteh Reed, aged 76
In Rath 18th

Fortress Monroe;
Elliot, Boston ; Gen Scott, Merrill, New

PORTSMOUTH.
Belfast.
Also sailed

year* 6 mos.
In Southport 27th ult, Mr* Mary E, wife of Mr Por
ter l'ierce, aged 19 tears.
In Bangor 39th ult. Menandar Pearson,
Med
61; Isaac D, son or Joseph C and Mary Ann \S late,
aged 22 year*.
In Charleston May 27, of diphtheria. Olive M, aged
12 years 4 days; 39th, Linda! P, aged 7 year* 7
days;
June 3. Charle* E, aged 9 years 1 month’ 21 days, children of Benjamiu Smith.

Liverpool.

for

1st, ship Potomac, Weeks, Musquash

Cld

BATH.

KB.

Sailed 29th, Kh C»arlsaa,0#born,

39th, Kh Saaaaei. Aaaee. Gardiner.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
FIRST

CLASS,

Newingf-Machines.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

SHUTTLE.

EXPIRE

Mails are forwarded by every steamef In the regular lines. The steamer* for or from
calf at
Queenstown, except the Cauadian line, which call at

Liverpool

Londonderry.

FOB FAMILIES

to ARRIVE.

Teutonia.Southampton.

New

Tort. June 18

Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.... .June 19
New York June 26
Edinburg.Liverpool.
...

New

York.Southampton.New

Y'ork

Juno26

Manufacturers.

Hibernian.Liverpool.Quebec.June 28
Kuropa...Liverpool.Boston.June 28
Great Eastern.Liverpool.New York July
1
Borussia. Southampton. New York. .July 2
City of New Y’ork. Liverpool_New York. .July 2
Persia..lAggrpool.New York. .July 5
llaiisa.tMathampton.New York. .July 9

8LOAT

ELIPTIC.

TO OEPAKT.

The

More Troops Wanted.
telegraph yesterday, informs

China.New York
us

that, at

the instance of the Governors of the

loyal

States, the President hits decided to call for
three hundred thousand more troops immedi-

ately, for the purpose of holding points gained,
and to till up all military organizations now in
Maine's quota will

the Held.
or

four regiments, and

wo

probably be three
trust the gallant

Dirigo State will not he backward
in responding to the call of the Government.
Nobly have the men of Maine responded
hitherto, and they are now reaping laurels be-

sons

of the

fore Kiehtnond.

...

regiment, and

would

we

four

regiments

new

are

to

one at

liangor

to

and one at llockland.

Maine will not hold back in this emergency.—
w ill rally
around the dear old flag and
not one

w

ill

sight

flinch at

of the traitorous

Good Pluck.

Royal, an infantry man was attacked by two
of the rels'l cavalry during this onset, one of
whom he run through with his bayonet, which
being unable to withdraw, he left fastened in
the body of the Confederate and ran away,
while the other Confederate pursued him with
sabre drawn, and gave him two severe gashes
upon the head transversely across the occiput,
penetrating through the bone of the skull, and
another cut

the neck.

across

He also received

sword thrust on the thigh, and in his vain

endeavors to parry off the blows of his assailant, the bout' of ltit left arm was broken. Not-

withstanding these many woumls he reftised

surrender,

and

kept

climbing

which his

until he

retreating

on

rived at an embankment

on

advantage

the

to
ar-

{railroad,

over

in

his foe on

horseback enabled him to escape, but not until
he had struck his pursuer a heavy blow with a

boy retreated across the bridge,
exhausted, and was subsequently
attended by Surgeon Raymond, under whose
care he is now recovering.
Surgeon Raymond

stone.

The

where he fell

declares that he
in which

a

man

on

heard of

never

with

covered from them.
one

a

case

before

many wounds hus reTwo gashes ou the head,

so

the neck, a thrust

through

the

hip, and

the forearm broken.
To the Friends of the Sick nnd Wounded
Soldiers.

hardly a family who cannot spare a
of sheets, pillow cases or shirts, or who
cauuot contribute a towel or a napkin. SupThere is

•pair

plies must be obtained, and to gather them individually requires time. Will the ladies connected with the various charitable associations
in and around Portland, therefore, gather and
send to the Ladies’ Committee Room, New
City Hull, such articles as can bo spared, no
matter

what, if they will add to the comfort of
Or, should any communities need to

the sick.

be “stirred up by way of remembrance,'’ will
they send word to Mrs. Goddard, Elm House,
Portland, and she will gladly visit any place
where words
our

FRONT STREET.
President and Director* of the Bath Mutual

Marine Insurance Company give notice that tbeir
THE
Stock amounts to

Capital

#200,000

NEWS.

sick

are

are

needful to elicit

suffering

sympathy,

and Mrs. G. hits found

by nine mouths service in the Held,that “to do
good” as one “has opportunity,” oue must have
In
abundant supplies from home friends.
deeds of charity and mercy, women excel, and
it is hoped they w ill not “weary in well doing.”
II. H. H.

;

are prepared to make insuraneeon the
And that
mutual principle, against marine risks, not exceeding

they

$10,000 ii mmr Oie Risk.
John Patten,
Oliver Moses,

A

M. V. Gannett,
J. H. McLeilau,
Jas. Y. Patten.

SAILED—Steamer

hesapeake.

G. E. R. Patten,
E. K. Harding,
J. P. Morse,
David Pattea,
J. C. Jameson.

E, K. HARDING. I*r*«*icut,
E. C. HYDE. .Secretary.
Mm

OTTAWA HOUSE,
CUSHING’S

h

rox.

C

Win. Drummond,
Sam'l I. Kobinson,
Arthur Sewall.
Lewis Rlackmer,
8. A. Houghton,

Bath. July 8. 1*52.

*

Qrica Passage—The sch Lola Monte*. Capt Geo
Janvrin. which left Newbnryport 17th ult. arrived in
the Gut of t anno on 19th, making the passage in 48
hoi.r*.said to be the best time ever known to be made

ISLAND.

rhb boa** will be opes Aw the
of the public.

THURSDAY,

inpection

JULY 34.

IJT The Steamer FAVORITE will leave Burnham '» Wharf at 9 A. M.. and 2j 1*. X., for the accommodation of Visitor*.
ju!2—St

by » vessel.

Cora.

Cora.
DISASTERS.

In the attack on Banks’ Division near Front

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE .SAGADAUOCK HOUSE,

ARRIVED.
Sch Margaret, Richard*, Benton.
Sch Harriet Ann. Erekine, Richmond.
Sch Little Republic. Kendall, Bangor.
Sloop Uncle Tom, Smith. Bangor.
Sloop Linda, Grindail, Richmond.
Sloop Northern Light. Hamilton. Rockland.
Steamer Lewistou, Knight. Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Albion, (Br) McFadden. Maitland NS, master.
Sch Onslow, (Br) Good, Maitland NS, master.
Sch Helena. Harris, Bangor, master.
Steamer Chesapeake, Crowell, New York, Emery

foe.

a

BATH

pi Macros*:

or

They

Street,

PORTLAND, Me.

Marine In«urance Company.

Wednesday. Jaly |«

be raise and fltted

However that may Is-, or wherever ordered
rendezvous, the brave and gallant men of

Middle

jalldtf

POUT OF PORTLAND.

respectfully sug-

Enlistments will go on much more rapidly, in
our opinion, if this course is adopted.

A GO

08

I

out in this State, it would be well to quarter
them in different part* of the State, One at

Portland,

Warranted.

fully

STOKER * CETLER, G'eaenil AieaU.

—————————————

MAR I2SF K

Machine

Every

6
6
6
9
12
12
12
12
18
19
19
23
26

MINIATl'KK ALMANAC—’Thunul.y, July 3.
Sun rivi*. morn.... 4 22 I Length oftlaVa.15 23
Sun acta, ore.7 46 Moon riant.. 4 5#

event, Maine will not falter.
We think, if it could rendezvous at Portland,
that Cumberland County alone could furnish

gest to the “power that l<e," that If three

Liverpool.July 2

Bremen.Jnly
Etna.New Y'ork. .Liverpool
July
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.July
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.July
Teutonia —.New York Liverpool.Julv
City of Baltimore. New Y'ork. Liverpool.Julv
Scotia.New York. Liverpool.July
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool..... July
Edinburg.New Y'ork.. Liverpool.July
New Y'ork.New Y'ork.. Brem«-n .July
Earopa.Boston.Liverpool.July
Great Eastern —New York. .Liverpool.July

It is not known whether the troops will be
for one or three years, but in either

one

..

Jura....Quebec.Liverpool.July
Bremen.New Y ork..

called

in his

adopted.

Dr. Keene of Gorham

Maine

Gen. McDowell’s corpti Warmee, and are staFalmouth, Va. All the men in-

to

Ketolred,

cine.

on

ladies of

The

Tlie third resolution was then taken up and

amount of green forage was cut on the bank*
of the Chickahominy, part of w hich has beer
around

Temperance Society.
meeting w hich met at North Scarboro'
yesterday,was quite interesting, both in respect
Cumberland County

feeling

;:yTli(‘ fastidious editor of the Lewiston
Journal calls a smoking car a “hideous necessity.” Of course he never patronizes them.
Governor Washburn is expected to arrive in town to-day, and will, we understand,
be the guest of Mayor Thomas.
sy Winslow Hall, Esq., of Presque Isle,
was so badly stuug by a bee while
hiving a
swarm
a few days since that he was uuable

Press.]

after being most ably discussed by Rev. Mr.
Whitcher, Rev. Mr. Stevens of Dunstun, I)r.
Keene of Gorham, and E. IV. Jackson. The

the James River which may
have been selected, of more than ten day’s

sent

for the

not

are

All the stores at the White Ilouse were got
safely oir. Gen. McClellan is now in possession,

and ammunition

BA

Mr. Powers, gardener to C’apt. J. B. Coyle,
also exhibited very line rhubarb.
The gardeners of Messrs. Horsey and Coyle
exhibited some choice bunches of grain's,
ripened the present season, but no premium
was offered.
To Miss Louise Andrews, for best basket of wild flowers,
$2 00
To Benj. II. Steele, for next best do. do., 1 00
To Mrs. Henry Bailey, for best six varieties of pansies,
2 00
Alexander Pickard, gardener to Hon. J.
M. Wood, entered some very handsome pansies, on which the committee
awarded a gratuity of
1 00
To John Bell, gardener to Hon. J. B.
Brown for best display of Carnation
1 00
Tinks,
To Mrs. Stillman Roberts fitr superior
*
Pinks, gratuity,
1 00
To William S. Ward, Elmwood Nursery,
Westbrook, for liest Parlor Boqltets, 4 00
To Albert Derwanger for next best Parlor lioquet,
2 00
To Alexander Pickard, for line Parlor
Roquets, showing admirable taste in
the contrasting of colors, a gratuity, 2 00
To Mrs. John Randall, for tastefully arI 00
ranged boquets, gratuity,
To John Bell, gardener to Hon. .1. B.
Brown, for best display of Cut Flowers.
5 00
To Alexander Pickard, gardener to Hon.
J. M. Wood, for next best display,
3 00
To John Boll for best display of Roses, 5 00
To Mrs. J. W. Adams, for best twelve
varieties of Roses,
8 00
To Thomas Leonard, for best six varieties of Roses,
2 00
To Mrs. John Richardson, for excellent
of
Roses, gratuity,
2 00
display
To Win. S. Ward of Elmwood Nursery,
for Is-st display of Verbenas,
3 00
To Albert Derwanger, for best six varieties of Fuschias,
3 00
Mr. Derwanger also received, on a spe.
cies of Secome, gratuity,
1 00
To John Bell, for next best six varieties
Fuschias,
1 00
To Peter Morrison, gardener to T. C.
for
best
of
Horsey, Esq.,
specimen
1 00
plant in flower,”
Mr. Ilersev’s gardner also exhibited a basket of well-tilled green peas, and samples of
cabbages sufficiently advanced for the table,
grow u in the open air.
To Alexander Pickard, gardener to non.
J. M. Wood, for best “new specimen
of plant worthy of note (a species of
Swansonia.)
$1 00
To Mrs. C. R. King, for.line Rodanthe,
50
gratuity,

than last

the army were driven into this new
with loss and disaster.

point

premiums

To Peter Morrison, gardener to T. C.

resolutions

advantage,
a

the

To William S. Ward, of Elmwood Nursery,
Westbrook, for best six varieties of straw(JO
berries,
To Mr. Powers, gardener to Oapt. J. B.
Coyle, for best single variety of strawberries,
1 00
To Mrs. John Kichardson, for some tine
1 00
specimens, gratuity,
Excellently tine specimens of the Wilson's
Albany strawberry wen; also exhibited by Peter Morrison, gardener to T. C.
lfersey. Esq.,
D. S. Warren, and Alexander Pickard, gardener to Hon. J. M. Wood; and Mr.
Hersey’s gardener exhibited a disli of superior Hovey’s
seedlings, and Mrs. A. C. Lewis, one equally
.handsome of the Brighton Pine.
To William Aitchison, for best three varieties of cherries,
$2 00
To Thomas Leonard, gardener to the
Misses J ones, for best single specimens
of cherries, “Elton” variety,
1 00
A line specimen of “Elton” cherries was exhibited by Samuel Kolfe, Esq., and three varieties of superior merit, by the gardener of Mr.

remarks and drew tears to

Peninsula

eight hun-

or

has furnished

awarded:

his extreme

was

was

than usual. There was a fine display of
and cherries, and the tables were
crowded with rare and beautiful plants, em-

The latter gentleman

right

understand,

we

which Gen. McClellan

thus fallen upon.
It is by no means certain that we

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Urger

S. L. Carleton,

better one than it held before.

food,

Franklin. Kennebec, Oxford and

much so,

so

played, in honor of the achievement.
It was on Friday that the damage was inflicted upon Porter. That day he retired six
miles, crossing the Chiekahotniiiy, and joining
the. main body of the army, which now all lien
upon the J&ickviond side of the Chickahominy,
its left resting on James River.
I cannot help agreeing with the military
men who say that our position is as good or a

mosphere so bracing and so conducive to
buoyancy of spirits and elasticity of muscle,
we only state what close observational ml carefully eolieeted facts will amply sustain. Maine
lias a rich soil. Aroostook, Piscataquis and

Somerset,
Androscog-

V

the bands

from the

Minnesota.

a

went late at night
regiments cheered, and

When we say Unit no .State can combine a I tetter soil with so healthy a climate, and an at-

upper Wisconsin and

*n

successfully repulsed,

was

better otf to-day in the

Penobscot have millions of acres of almost
precisely such land as is so highly lauded in

engaged, and
position at White

it

..A

mentioned, because it is really one
of our most ephemeral Interests, destined ere
many years have passed by to is-, like our
moose and deer, among the things of the
past.
But the soil—is not that sterile, barren, almost worthless ? Those who ask this
question,
how sadly do they expose their ignorance.
we

cut

pieces.

House.

cient to

badly

was

I cannot think this

Hallowell, Dix Island and Mosquito Mountain,
from which the material for Wall Street, Fort
Sumter and the Custom Houses of Charleston

quarried. Think
and Camden, suffi-

Exhibition on

to attendance and the

True, we do not have the rich, deep, fat, oxhausless prairie* of Illinois; nor do we have

have the terrible

Horticnlturul Exhibition.
The number bf entries at the Horticultural

whk-h

te information of the losses in the

we

^———————

that the rebels fell u|>on
lay on the north side of the Chickahom-

on,

in this fact.

rent

We

■

ILLINOIS

Sch Lawrence, from New York for Port Royal SC,
was towed into Baltimore 3Mth ult, dismasted, by sch
H P Cushing, having been struck by lightning’25th
ult off Hatut*s.
Bark James Cook, before reported ashore at Carson’s Inlet, has been got off and towed to New York.
She is badly damageo, and requires a steam pump to
keep her free.

**

By P.

John L Dimroock, at San Francisco 4th nit,
from Boston, had 8 day* stroug westerly gales off the
masts.
Horn; carried away
Snip Yining Mechanic, at Sau Francisco, from New
had
weather
off
the
York,
very heavy
Cape, and carried away tlic'maiu yard.
A sloop «mack, name unknown, went ashore on
Gravelly lk.ich, Point Judith, about two miles east
of the
on uight of 2Vth, during a thick fog, aud
at near high water.
She was high aud dry morning
of 3dth.

Ship

RIVER CORN.
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Pari*,
at Mechanic Falla,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Rood,
at Minot,

F. YARN CM, Commercial Street,
Head of Widgery’•
JuIS—Swis

Wharf

fo'retopgallaut

City Tuuivm * times, I
Portland, July 2. 1H62. (
Proposals will be received at thi* Ofltee,
until Monday the 7th iu*t., at 8 o’clock, P. M.,
for x Loan to tlie City of Portland, of Twenty-four
Thousand Dollar*, ou the Bond* of the City, in sums
of $1000 and $600, dated July 1. 1*3. $14,000 paya-

SEALED

Li^ht,

ble in 90 year*, and $10,000 payable ia HI years, with
•emi-auuual coupons attached, payable iu Portland.

l’er steamship City of Baltimore, at New York.
Ar at Comdantiuople 4th ult, Samsou, Robertson,
from Shield*.
Sailed from Palermo 6th ult, Jqpsie Ban field. Mitch-

ell.

HENRY P. LORD.
ITty treasurer.

julSdtd

TRY IT AND BE SATISFIED!

‘hiladelphia.

Suited from Marseilles 14th ult, Satellite, Hardy,
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 7th ult, Lizzie Southard, Hnssey,
Gen >a for New York.
Sidled from Cadiz 11th ult, William Wilson, Planter. New York.
Ar at Havre 14th ult, Enterprise, MoLean, NYork;
15tli, William Nelson, Cheever, do.
Sailed 16th, Mercury, Fuuck, New York.
Arat < ronstadt 12th ult. Feueton. llolkins,Boston.
NYork.
Ar at BreuMHfcaveii 12th ult.
Ar at Autwerp 13th ult, W A Banks. Bartlett, Ha-

*uf!t*r from

A. PARSONS,

Washington,

M.D., Druggist,

Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.
W

Arat London 16th, Portland, Leavitt, Calcutta;
James E Keeler, Delano, New York; 18th, Marv C
Fox, Fredericks, Cardona*; Franklin, Granbee, New

F. Phillips, L. C. trillion. and Apothecaries gene-

jnl9dtf_

rally._

J)r. John O. Mott,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

York.
Cld 17th, Helen Campbell. O'Brien, Boston.
Knt out 16th, Margaret Evans, Warner, for New
York.
Ent out at Newcastle 15th, The tis, Peterson, New
Hateu; William Smith, Manson, do.
Ar at Glasgow 16th, Martha's Vineyard, Weaver,
New York.
A at Londonderry 16th, Robert Treat, Robbins,
Baltimore.
Ar at limerick 13th. Minnehaha. Perry .New York.
Ar at Liverpool 15th, Wisconsin, Scott, New York;
John Curtis. Alexander, Matanza*; 16th, Lancaster.

86 Court St., Corwer or Howard, Borrow. is
consulted daily from 10 until 1 and from 6 to 8 ia the
evening, on ail disease* of the Urinary and lienital
Organs, Scrofafous Affect ions. Humors of all kinds.
Sore-*, fleers and Eruptions, Female Complaints, Ac
An experience of over twenty years’ extensive piactiee enables I>r. M to enre all* of the most diftcult
cases.
Medicine* entirely vegeiab’e. Advice Free.
su3aw8m
Juue 23. 1S»v2.

Decan, Philadelphia.

tiR.4VESTO.4ES.

Cleared 14th, Abbyla, Young, Boston; Belle of the
Ocean. Reed. Philadelphia.
Sailed 16th, Underwriter, Ramsou, and Noupurei),
Green, New York.

Bargains will In* given to those who wish
or Monuments of nnr
purchase Cravestones
description. Tho*e who will favor me with a all
sha) U satisfied that they are buying a good article
CtOOD

\T

Per
Scotia, at New York.
Ar at l/tndou 19. Tnouia* Whitney, K el lev. Boat on.
Knt out 20th. Trojan. Bahbidge. Rocklaud.
At Shield* 19th. Loyal Scranton. Dowden, for New
York, ready; William Smith, Man-on, for New Haven, do.
Ar ut Tralee 17th. Emma. Law, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 18th, Ariel. Teinptetou, Philadelphia ; Queen of May. New * ork.

steamship

to

at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue,
Stevous' I’laius.

near

Evergreen Cemetery,
J. H. COOK.

>ac-3m

MAXXOOD-Sow Lott! Sow Restored!
Just

PORTS.
At Port Natal, SE Coast of Africa, April 7, hark
Marv A Louisa, June*, from New York for East
Indie*, di*g.
At Monton loth ult, bark Daniel, Staples, for Bos-

published,

FOREIGN

in

a

sealed

Envelope.

prick six cxjrra.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT

AND RADICAL CURE of Hpermaforrhtea
A
Scminai Weakness
Eiuisstons, .sexual

or

day.

Debility,

Sailed from Barcelona 1311* ult, bark Jehu. Tripp,

Palermo to load for Boston
Ar at A “pin u all 16th ult, bark Xantho, Chapman.
New York.
Ar at Quebec 29tli ult, ship Marshfield, Torrv.Bath.
Ar at Pictou 19th ult. *ch R H Dexter, Dexter,

re-

It is sixteen year* since this remedy was introduced,
and it has constantly gained in public estimation.
For Sale by the’Proprietor,

vana.

tou same

the Toothache you will be

you
IFlieved
by using the

and

Involuntary'

lmiH>diment* to Marriage generally,

Nervousness. Consumption. F.pllep.*v and I its; Menel rhvsieal lucapacitv, resulting from beltta
Abuse, Ac.—By KoB’TJ CULVER WELL, M. D.,
Author of the Lkkew Boor. Ac.,

!

Pembroke.
Cld 17tli, sohs Adeline, Sprague, Pembroke: 29th, j
Pointer. Holmes, do: 21 t Providence. Bouton, do.
Ar at St Step ho u* NB 24th ult, sch- Gecrrude. Cassidy, New York (and cld 28th for Kastport); 28th,
I
Eben Herbert, Clark, do (and cld for Calais).

*•

A keeu to TkeuMatls of SwITerer*/*

seal, ia a plain envelope, to any address,
receipt of mi ceuls. or tw postage
stamps, by Dr, Cii. J. C KI.1NK, 127 Bowery. New
Tore, Fost Okku e, Box. 4586.
i»4md*w
Jane 23.
Bout under
postpaid,

ou

————

even-

out
Monday
additional column to each
We wish it all the prosperity it may

Cy-The

Advertiser

last enlarged, by

came

an

Regiment, were on on parade yesterday, accompanied by the Regimental Band, under Pappenburg.
Printers

Clover.—Visions of

in

saw-

crackers and

puddings,
cheese, salt fish
and other mbnlanUala, were put to flight in
ye printer man’s dominion last night, by the
receipt of a box of the largest, most roseate
dust

and delicious strawberries that have graced
our market this season.
They were from the
fruit and confectionery store of Mr. G. A. Ma-

Congress streets,

son, corner of Brown and

Who will please accept
He lias

our

thanks for the do-

few more boxes of the same

a

with the appearance oi
large company of the boys of Portland who
paraded the streets yesterday, inarching finely

irywe were pleased

to the music of the “fife and drum.”
numbered about

a

hundred,

and

really

They
made

fine appearance.
Some Strawberries.—Our friend G. L.

Bailey, brought
ing, some of the largest

into our office

yesterday

morn-

dlrawberries we have

One of them measures 5 3-4 inches in

seen.

They are called the Pealiody
seedlings. Speaking of Strawberries reminds

circumference.

indebted to Mr. E. B. Stevens,
of Westbrook, for a box of delicious ones.
that we

are

Still They Come.—Mr. Farnliam of the
Eastern Express, deposited on our table yes-

terday morning, a bountiful supply of field
Strawberries, done up in ail “original package”
Their delicious flavor remind-

of birch bark.

of “ye olden time" when we used to go
strawberrying among the green hills of Old
us

Oxford.

Tn* Weather.—We were quite undetermined yesterday, as to whether we were to

par-boil. Tile cooks of his
sun-ship, being probably engaged in preparing
for the enemy’* “fourth," could arrive at nothing in the line of either of a decided nature.
Consequently the day was like a dinner of
cold victuals “picked up” on a Monday—neither one thing or another.
Capsized.—Yesterday morning, a novel
scene occurred at the foot of Exchange Street
have

a

roast or a

A countryman endeavored to turn a horse attached to a load of hay, when the forward
wheels of the cart becoming detached, the load
speedily found its bed ji the street The horse
proving unmanagabie, required the services of
two men to hold him, and what with the antics
of the horse, and excitement of parties interested, a crowd was speedily got together.

Ais’t

that a

Live Sky V—Wc

are

not

in

advertising gratuitously, but the
following, communicated by a friend, is too
good to lose. A little girl, three or four years
old, was taken by her parents to see Pearson’s
panorama of the war, last evening. As the
the habit of

unrolled she seemed to be in

canvass was

an

ecslacy of delight, and when the beautiful “sunset” over Fort Sumter was brought to view

aloud, “Oh! Papa! ain't

she exclaimed

that

live *ktr
York

a

Cumberland. —The

season

of

picnics having arrived, it is hardly necessary
to remind pleasure-seekers that the most delightful scenes are found at the present termiof the York & Cumberland ltailroad.

nus

on

the banks of the beautiful .Saco. From Uie
Railroad station down the grand gorge St Salof the finest passages of rivThis is within an
er scenery in the world.
boar’s ride of the citv, and the obliging conductor—Mr. Dow—will alford all necessary

mon

Falls,

is

one

information to any who may not be versed in
the river ways.

Draooed

his

Anchor.

The sagacity and

cunning of the equine species was well illusyesterday, by a horae, who having been
anchored to the walk by a heavy weight,
thought to pay a visit to a friend of his, whom
he saw across the street, and tugging at the
“cable” endeavored to “weigh anchor” and run
down to him. Failing -in the first attempt,
through the amount of chain paid out, he retrated

science, and elevating
bis nose to a perpendicular, tlie weight left its
bed and the horse stood out to sea. (see) A
duced the matter to

a

funnier caper never was cut. and the s|»cctators
were “convulsed" to see the animal in this position, with the pendant weight vibrating like
the

pendulum

come to

of

a

clock,

as

he endeavored to

time.

Sale or Real Estate.—The administrator’s sale of real estate, held yesterday by H.
Bailey A Co., at the store lately occupied by-

Edwin Fernald, on Commercial Street, realized
as

>

This is one of

Hugo’s thrilling

follows:—

The lot of land

on

the

southerly side of
feet, sold to W.

Commercial Street, 52 by 100
W. Thomas, Esq., for $2450.

The store and interest in foundation, standing upon a portion of said lot, $575, to C. B.

Merrill, Esq.
A lot of land

Quebec Street, with the
builfling thereon, $550, to W. W. Thomas,
on

Esq.
The right, title mod interest in and to the
let of land and buildings thereon on Franklin
Street, lately occupied by Anthony Fcrnald,
$325, to Daniel G. Whitney, Esq.
Installation.—The installation of Rev.
Joseph F. Lovering as pastor of the 2d Uni-

place in Park Street
introductory prayer
was made by Rev. J. T. G. Nichols of Saco;
sermon by Rev. Wm. R Alger of Boston; installation prayer by Rev. D. N. Sheldon, D.D.,
of Waterville; charge by Rev. Cyrus A. Bartol, D. D., of Boston; right hand of fellowship
by Rev. Horatio Stebbins, and charge to the
people by Rev. E. C. Bolles, of this city; oncl iding prayer by Rev. A. D. Wheeler, D. 1>.,
-•a Brunswick, and benediction by the pastor.
The accompanying singing was excellent. The
exercises generally, though necessarily
long)
Were very interesting, and the prayers, sermon,
charges and fellowship were all teemed with
timely sentiment, expressed with great felicity.
The services were not closed till 10 1-2 o’clock,
tarian

took

Society,

Church last evening.

and we had

no

The

lime to say more.

Municipal Court.
BEFOliK Ills

HONOK, Jl'IMiK LANE.

July 2,1862.
On complaint of Edward R. Clark, of Cape
Elizabeth, William Hunt, Andrew Cash, and

arraigned on a charge of
having "wilfully, mischievously, and without
right,” taken a horse and carriage, owned by
complainant, and used them without consent
Arthur Roberts

were

of the owner.

gentlemen, having satisfactorily proved
to the court that consent was given them by
the party having charge of the team, were
forthwith discharged.
Thomas O’Neil was brought before the court
on a charge of assault and battery, on the person cf II. G. Cole, truant officer, by throwing
stones. This lad, after being reprimanded bv
the court, was allowed to depart, on a promise
of future good behavior and jKiymcut of costs,
amounting so $1.24.
These

romances,
[SPECIAL DISPATCH

were

Congressional

paternity to fiends from hell. They
supposed to mam aliout the earth, inflict-

Convention here
Farwell of Kockland,

was chosen President.—
Hon. Frederic A. Pike was nominated as
tile Republican candidate. The utmost har-

stretch-

to

change

mony

by Augustus Robinson,

For sale

prevailed.
FROM

Street.

above title, which will give you

a

torical account of the

events

Seige

prominent

eorrect

us

of the

by Augustus Robinson,

51

Lieut

ty Some of the last

evening papers headnews in big, staring let-

ed their telegraphic
“
ters, CAPTURE of Richmond,” based uprumor

on a

through

to that effect which reached

rebel

via

sources

Memphis

us

and St.

Louis.

We ho[>e that the announcement will
prove true, but it may be as premature as the
announcement

made in

part of the State
mond had

some

paper in the Eastern
weeks ago, that Richa

fallen.’,’

Look up, Boys !—Let the boy but carry
his head erect, and the eye of the man will
look out unflinching amidst the glances of the
world around him.

Look up. lad!—let eye
meet eye, and thus show to your fellow man,
that the bright soul within you is ever prompt
and

XXXVIIth

ready

for action.

Who would uot distrust

Rebel Gunboats Burned !

Three

Washington, July

2.

Information has been received from the
American Consul at Martinique, that under
the present law all goods admitted into France
are also
admitted into its Colonies. Products of the United States imported into Martinique in American vessels having certificate
of origin countersigned by the French Consul
are admitted upon the same condition as under
the French flag.

At 9 A. M. a procession will be formed at the City
Hall, under the directiou of

CHARLES B.

up.
An amendment of the Finance Committee,
reserving seventy five million for the prompt
payment of deposits. Was adopted.
An amendment was adopted, authorising
the notes to lie paid in coin at t he discretion
of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Mr. Sherman offered an amendment placing
a duty of 2 per cent, on notes or bills of persons or corporations,to lie computed on the
large'* amount outstading during the greater
part part of the year.
A dcliate followed and the amendment was

rejected, yeas 10, nays 27.
An amendment w as adopted, limiting

the
number of small notes to twenty-five million
dollars.
Mr. Carlisle offered an amendment, thal no
notes be issued of a denomination less than
five dollars. Rejected.
Mr. Wilkinson offered au amendment, that
the small notes Issued lie of the same denomination as current coin. Rejected.
The hiil passed, 23 against 13.
HOUSE.

reported, directing

the
Committee on contracts to make a full invesissue
of
into
the
alleged
patents for
tigation
lands, iucluded in the military reserve of Fort

Objected

Albany. July 2.
issued a proclamation
citizens
of
this
State
to furnish their
calling
quota towards the new force demanded by the

lost—one I'nion

Gov.

Morgan to-day

on

President.

Boston. July 2.
Gov. Curtin lias issued a call to the people
of Massaehusstls to All up the maximium nutnlier of all her regiments now in the field, and
from ten to fifteen ncwr volunteer regiments, in
resjioiise to the call of the War Department.
The Governor closes his call as follow s: Massachusetts, which lias never slumliered nor
slept, must now arise to still higher rlTorts,atid
pledge to all the duties of patriotism witli renewed devotion the individual efforts of the
united hearts, heads and hands of ull her peo-

lars.

New York. July 2.
It is understood that Gen. McClellan's right
was attacked with great impetuosity by Stonewall Jackson, whose men successively charged
our artillery, sustaining a loss not less than
6000 men. Our loss was very severe.
It is reported that Jackson was killed, and
that one of our Hrigadier Generals was taken
prisoner, together with an entire regiment.
Gen. Kit? John Porter was sorely pressed,
and crossed the Chirkahominy to the western
side, the enemy taking the left.
On his left, (Jen. McClellan with much severe fighting, had penetrated and passed thro’
White Oak
with 40,000 men and 100
pieces of artillery,to a secure an advantageous
position, and subsevuenUy cut through a line
of communication with James river.
It is reported that during the two day’s
fighting. Gen. McClellan's loss was 10,000.
The most important feature covered by the
report is, that Gen. McClellan has succeeded
in |H'iietrating White t >ak Swamps and placing
a very large force on the other side of it.—
While this must have advanced a heavy Is sly
of his In-st troo|>s to within four miles of Richmond, it w as at the same time a hold push towards the |siint opposite Fort Darling—the
two principles ideas held distinctly in view
Friday evening, the hour of the lust intclligeuce from Gen. McClellan's left.
When the Dragon left the wounded had commenced arriving on the luniks of James river.
Several hundred had already congregated opposite City Point.
The gunlmat Stepping Stone was taking
them on hoard for Old Point.
Telegraphic communication beyond Yorktown was cut off, and officials permit nothing
outside- of official dispatches to go up the riv-

ple.

a

nc

jii vvrwiwii

I
Salt Lake. June TO,
via. Pacific Si-rinds, July 1. (
Saturday afternoon the Indians attacked I.t.
Glenns party of eighteen men, near Kooky
Ridge. Two whites and one Indian were killed. It. is supposed they cut the telegraph line.
The same afternoon the Indians were seen
along the road from Pacific Springs to Sw eet
Water. Col. Collins says they are Sioux and
Chinncs, and numlior about 4di). He could
not cross Sweet Water to follow. The stage
is stopped for the present
New York Items.
New York. July 2.
The steamer Aonduras. from Port Royal
30th ult., reports that the steamer Vanderbilt,
with two schooners in tow, left that place on
the 28th ult. for James Island, to carry our
troops back to Hilton Head.

er.

;

|

From the Ram Fleet.
Steam Ram Switzerland, above Vicksburg,
June 28th, via Memphis, July 2d.
To Hon. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of li'atv
Since my dispatch informing you that 1 had
communicated with tlag officer Karrngut,
I have been able to maintain constant inter- I
course with his fleet through the active energy
of Gen. Williams.
On the 2tith Inst., I went up the Yazoo river
with two rams, the Monarch and l.ancaste, the
latter under command of Medical Cadet (’has.
li. Elicit. I proceeded about (to miles, to a

wan

j

iv

u

iiuta

re nv

inr.Li

DETACHMENT OP POLICE.

AID.

CHIEF

MARSHAL.

AID.

First Division.
BAND

OP THE

17th

REGIMENT C. §. INPANTRY.

SPECIAL KEMULATION.
All both, of every divrrlptjon, will keep to the
north-west of tho Knee Connie daring the Regatta.

Military Escort under Command of

CAPT. DAVIS, U. S. A.

EVENING.

Coflee firmer. Rio 22.
Molasses tirfti; New Orleans7]
Barbuiloes 33c.

Liverpool firm;

a

9R

flour

AID.

CITY MARSHAL.
llis Honor

the

l-etter, note. Cap and Record papers, F.nvelope*-

rhlle and bur. (.old Pens, steel Pea., Ac., te. Rv■ry article at lowest rates. W« But fob Cash asp
ixix Csur.

Nor##,

BLANK BOOK AND

gfj

STATIONERY,

—AND—

PAPERHANGING

WAREHOUSE !
Established la 1SSS.
Premium Blank Books

on bead and made to
order,
variety of style and finish. From our long
we
ure
enabled
to
oflbr
to
the trade and
txperience.

>f every

customers Utter

>ur

:hau

bargain! in quality and prices,
be found in any other establish meat hi the
Our stock of

can

itate.

STATIONERY
Is selected with the greatest care from the beat Fordgn and American Honsea, and embraces every artitle needed for pnblic ofllees. Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest price*.

BOOM

PAPER*

Of every
the various

variety, quality and price, embracing ail
styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a hall Mock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largMt stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices
School Books of
.very kind in use at wholesale prices.
HALL L. DA YU.
81 Exesiixoa Stuxxt.
Portland Jaue 23. IMA
S. H. (

OLESwORTHY,

Hm removed hie

Mock of

BOOKS, 8TATI0RKY, PICTURES,
rktiie Fraaei, Piper litfim Fiary CttA. It, 4c,
TO Ho. M EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be la
want of goods in bis line, at very low prices.

Book

and Picture

Binding

•

Done

neatly M

Framing,

araal.

Independence

July 1,

E X

Board of Aldermen.

G^*f

Tickets for the Exrantlos, SI,

POOR.

To be had at Lowell A Renter**, E. P. Ranks*, and
R. J. D. Larrahee A Co*s, Exchange Street: Inferno I A Son, Middle Street: F. E. Coveil's, under the
PluAlU Haw; II 1 ( iimmings’. Congress Street,
and of the Committee of Arrangements at the Depot.
Traiu leaves the Kennebec A Portland Depot at 8
o'clock.
Members of the Fraternity are requested to meet
at odd Fellows' Hall. Exchange Street, at 7i o’clock
A. M
l*er order of the Committee,
C. J. 8CHU'MACHER,)
Committee
F. A. SMITH,
of
W. 8. 1’HILBROOK. ) Arrangements.
td
1*3.
July 1.

Ex-Mayors of Portland.
Sheriff of Cumberland Co.

Deputy.

118 KKILLIACT GOVERNOR 011AINL

All.

AIL

AND STAFF.
FOREIGN
Officers

Judges

CONSULS.

Clerk of Courts.
R. MARSHAL

Judges

of

DGKRI.\C<

Four

United States Courts.

Clerk of United States Circuit and District Court*.
Collector—Post

a

Master.

Deputies.

Port and United State

35;

rOITUSD

Grain

AID.

B A

^

High

Sick ani> Wounded Soi.dikus.—The fol-

lowing sick and wounded soldiers of Maine
regiments arrived at.Fort Monroe on Sunday
f.iom White House:—

Geo. M. Lowell, Co. K, 2d Maine, sick.
F. A. Nye, Co. K, 2d, sick.
James Bowin, Co. I, 5th, fever
Sergt. < Tis. Burgess. Co. B, 2d, rheumatism.
Clias. 11. Hooper, Co. B. 2d, diarrhea.
Kliioit Moore, Co. B, 5th, strain.
Geo. S. Maxwell, Co, G. 2d, rheumatism.
Joseph F. llassick, Co. C, 6th, strain.
James 11. Bowdin, Co. I, 5th, strain.
.ludson Ross, Co. E, 2d. poison in leg.
Clias. A. Whitney, Co. G, 2d, fever.
Syivanus Humphreys, Co. II, 2d, sick.
Capt. Waldo Stevens, Co. II, 2d, sick.
John W. Garnell, Co. E, 2d, sick.
Win. B. Welsh, Co. F, 2d, fever.
Asa S. Field, Co. 1, 2d, injured.
Win. Wade, Co. G, 2d, left hand.
Isaac C. Yeaton, Co. B. Oth, sick.
Jerry Sullivan, Co. B, 5th. sick.
Geo. W. Mason, Co. B. Oth, siek.
Leonard Young, Co. 1.2d,siek.
Henry lleviel, Co II. 2d, sick.
Levi Marks, (
E,: ill. sick.
=
C. It. AN lari. Co. K, 2d, si. a.
Albert \ ickery, Co. D, 5th, fever.
Israel B. Mil ker. 2d. siek.
liconard Manning. Co. E, 4th, sick.

Only!

CARD.—The manmc^numt rv*peetfWHr beg leave
to announce that they !»%«* leased the above
Hall in order to seeare the aid of scenery whereby
they will be ctiab’ed to give entertain men ts different
from tin* <amr old ntf/U, that cannot be avoided by
Troupes that appear in halls without scenery anil
wardrobe. The entertainment offered will be entirely new; original with this Troupe and performed by
no others, as the different pieces are secured by pat-

Annual

MORRIS

duce

Engines.

Hose

Carriages,

Cavalcade of Truckman of Portland commanded by
Capt. Harris.

ROUTE OF PROCESSION.
to Park, through Park to York, up
State—halt—countermarch on State, through Dauforth to High, down Free and Middle to India, thro'
India to Smith,Cumberlane and Preble to Congress to

■Up Congress

Hall

Tableaux Vivants.
CM'KR T1I1C DIRECTION OF 8. THCR8TON.

The children of the Sunday Schools, under the sutheir respective Superintendents, will be
seated on State Street, and will sing National and
patriotic anthems, while the Processiou is halting.
Ufa* Excellency the Governor, is expected to address
a few words to the children at tlie same time.
Thirty four youug Ladies, bearing shields, indicating the Arm of the difTereu States, will be placed In
tiie centre of the group, and under the ceutre arch,
crowning the whole, a youug Lady representing the
Goddess of Liberty.

pervision of

Terse Coeh.

orrOSITK POST OEFICR.

CLOTHIN G.
GARDINER

*

BROWN,

would say to their friends and the public that they
have purchas'd of Messrs. CHADBOtKhE k K FINDA LI., their

Stock of

ReadysXade nothing,
Also, their entire interest in Manufacturing and C'ua>
tom Dt-partBMU.1. Having secured the services of
Mr. J. k'. FULKY, late Foreman aid l atter for
Messrs V. k K they hope to merit a fair share of the
patronage Intoned upon their predecessors.
62 Middle St., opposite Pool Oder.
23. 1*3.

June

4»daw

Wanted at

they

ton.

Demand Motet,
Government July Cor pons.

will intro-

HI. II

July 27.

clothes stmt

I<on Morris* Croat Contraband Acts.
Billy Morris* Celebrated Stamp Speech and Mocking
Bird.
.lohnnv Pell as the Ham Fat Man.
J. C. Trowbridge as tin* old Sexton.
Bowers’ Novel Duel. How to get
year bills paid.
McClellan’s Graad Review. Ac., kc.
The best singing, dancing and orchestra in the profession.

particulars see programmes. Doors open
at 8 o'clock precisely.
Ticket* Tweaty-Five Cents,
To be had at the Box Office, from 10 A. M. till 1 I*. M.
at

7j,

Order at the

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY bar* parchased from *be lUuuibal k St. Joseph Railroad
THE
tract of laud ia Northern Missouri,

Company
adjoining

a large
the flourishing town of Hamilton, ( aidwell
County, for farming and manufhctnring purposes,
and have divided their property into lot* and hrnu.
They an* oflered to subscribers in shores of f2h each.
Maps, with full information, can be had b> Ccdliagoa

EDWARD SHAW, Age at,
102 Miudlb STasrr, Portland.
June 28.
dtf

to commeuce

Reserved Seats fit* cents.
LON
J. J. HILLIARD, Agent.

City

MORRIS, Manager.

je2Stju!6

PARTIES.

PLEASURE

PRESIDE.

with
at the shortest notice.
Excursionists
Orders solicited.

180 Fare Street

aesr

fsst sf

R.

JULY,

1869.

F IRE-WORKS,

Pln-WlirfK
Serp^ntn, &r^ Ac.

by the Band.

6*h.—Conclude with singing Doxology in the tune
of Old Hundred, iu which the audience are requested
to Join.

EXHIBITION

Fire
AT 2 o’clock

OF

Engines.

ALBO

workmanship--made

MORRISON k CO., 26, Market Square.

And

everythin#

Photographic Frann.
or oval—every kind called for.
QOVAREniannfactnred
ourselves,

e'se in this line.

except those
compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2b, Market Square.
MORRISON k CO'S.
being
necessarily im|M>rted.

lowest ruh
trade
Ship
order by

AT

And

,A_t tlie Lowest Frices,
AND-

Corner of Casco Street,
U'Jw

we can

BOYD.

price, in ^ii.utitic to ,nit the
MouMiiic* made nod baiahed to
MoRKlSON CO
Market Square.

Old ITann Kc-GMi,
renewed by
MORRISON * CO.
On Hand.

A
J

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
CONGRLSS ST.,
MECHANICS’ HALL,
SMITH A

These

by

k7

—

FIRECRACKERS, TORPEDOES,

PM,

NEAR FOOT OF FRANKLIN ST, (BACK COVE,)

or

OUt, Koarwoad, Black W alnut and
Onk moulding*.

Brugolas,

Independence by

by His Ex’cv Gov. Washburn,
Hon. J. it. Drummond,
John T. Gilman, Esq.,
and others.

Gilt Frames.
PORTRAITS
LANDSCAPES of aay
sire
FIR
style desired—latest patterns and best
to order bv

C ALDER WOOD A BECKETT.
dtf
Portland. June 23.

Clark.

—

or

sue.

OR

Rxehaage.

Roman Tamils

3
Reading the Declaration of
Nathau Webb, Esq.

or

rew
style or design,
elegant pattern-, also cheap Looking Masses and
plates re-»et in old f>antes, bv
Mi >KKISON k CO., 9R. Market Square.

any

stores

ltockrls,

1. —Music

Pier and Wantle Yllrrora.
Oval, Square
Elliptical frames. with
Rosewood. Black Walnut
WITH
tiflt finish made
tu order, of
of
and

visiting the islands, supplied

Hall.

HIS HONOR THE MAYOR WILL

W\A>D.

dlw

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

JUBILEE,

In which they will wear the 13 suits of
this Troap* from the Potomac.

Premium!

Sovereigns,

Also

THE CONTRABAND

a

American Gold,

THE FAMOUS RAW RECRUITS,

FOURTH OF

6.—Short Addresses

Uuntlete, mid low.

HARRIS,
2wdie

For Bill

CHARLES B. MERRILL, Chief Marshal.

by the band.
2. —Prayer by Rev. Win

and

(Cope
BT

Performed by them 122 nights in succession in Bos-

Hook aud Ladder.

Steam

DS/Iili-tary Chapeaux,

BROTHERS9

above.
lu their matchless entertainments

Portland Fire Department, under command of
H. C. Barnes, Chief Engineer.

4.—Music

IT* So extra charge for ■raking Irate to order.

From their Opera House. Boston, where they have
performed for the past six years, ten months in tl»e
year. They will have tire’ honor of appearing as

AID.

City

FOR THREE YEARS.

HAVE USED rr

Of the world-renowned and only

Fourth Division.

the

The French Conformetenr!!!

Tour

Pell & Trowbridge Minstrels,

Steam Fire

NOTHING NEW!!

\

Seventh

X D

DURHAM BAM)

Church.

Xights

Caps,

AT HARMS’ —OPP. POST OFFICE.

HALL.

Wfiarsday, Tbaraday, Friday aad SaN
nr day Evraiaga, Jnly 2d, 3d, 41b 3l 5tb.

ORDER OF SONS OF TEMPERANCE.

announcing to the public the einineut success
of Morris Brothers, Pell & Trowbridge’s Minstrele at Deering’s Hail last evening. The
large hall was filled to overflowing, and every
one manifested the purest pleasure iu listening
to their music, which certainly was of a high
order. Their frequent sallies of w it, were received with nnliuiindcd applause, and all departed with the pleasing reflection that the
time had not been spent in vain. They remain
with us hut three nights more, ami to all who
would hear good music, we would say—go

For Hats and

n

ent.

Third Division.

Satisfaction'.—We take much pleasure in

SOMETHING NEW!

■Tg

AND DEPUTIR*.

United States District Attorney.

Surveyor of

A

}

of Army and Navy.

State, Probate, and Municipal Court*.

of

Bath,

Tea,

Board of Assesora.

Deputy.

to

Warned to Parehaae.
MASTER'S Interest In n Vessel. Beat of Reference* given.
Address PORfUkXD POST OFriCR,
June 24, 188*.
*d4w
BOX «J*

The Columbian Hall, near the !*ark. has been provided for Dancing, Ac.: Swings and Foot Halls, also
< olfcc, Lemonade and Ice Water, will be furnished fiee of charge. All are requested to carry a
basket, mug and spoon, as usual.

CADETS.

OF

PIOM

Portland. Band.

City Messenger—City Engineer.

OVERSEERS

and after the flrst of July, Postage 8tamps
and Stamped Env elopes will not be charged at
the Post Office.
JeXtf

ON THE EIGHTH DAY OF JULY,
(Or the first fidr day following), attended by the

Auditor.

and

Nattce.

a

Excursion

Picnic

City Clerk-City Treasurer.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

Portland.

8EAVEY.

and Families aappHed with Medicines
hooka, l aw* renewed anil rials redlled.
Jane 24. 1882.
eod6m

Phystetans

Fellows of Portland, accompanied by
from B wide ford, Saco, 8accarappa

Brunswick, will have

Members of Common Council.

Gl"^r”f

of

S I O X.

C/UJR

Odd

SCHOOL

City

FELLOWS’

the Lodges
TI1F,
and

PRESIDENT OF COMMON COUNCIL.

HIGH

of

ale at tke above vtove by

daw

1862.

ODD

PRESIDENT OF BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

BOYS

Foe

M.

and

Speakers.

City Solicitor—City

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES,

Com. of

Arraugem ts

RUFUS BEAL,

Chaplain,

Mayoe and

The Reader of the Declaration of

Stock Market.
Treasury 7s, 100|; United States Sixes lOOj; United
State* Coujhiiis, lttlj. tiuid lnttg.

(July 4,)

H. W I.ARKARKK.
UJ< IIAKD C WEBSTER,
A. K. 8HURTLEFF.
JAMES McGUNCHT,

Maine Charitable Mechanic Ass'x.

CITIZENS.

l*orto Rico

3*ljd;

Band* will be stationed at Munjoy, the City Building, Market Square, head of State’ Street, and will
perform various pieces of Music, during the evening.

Second Division.

Western 54o66;

beef quiet.
l'urk dull, lower, Mess 10,87 011.
; New Orleans 7|
Sugars firm; muscovado
9$; Porto Rico 8 a 81.

to

an

Order or Procession !

firm, Bali's 7U0 bales at 38 u, 3Si for middling

Freights

ni'nr

STATIONERY.

EXCHANQE ST.

prize.

City

c.

Hour, .State and Western firm; Superfine State
4.P*«4,S0; Kxtra do., 4.9o«.»; Round (loop Ohio6.10
no.25; Western 4,4nn4,.Y,. Southern firmer; mixed to good £,25o5,80; Kitin'; and Hutra 5.860,0,75;
Canada 10c Winer; Kxtra 4.Ht>"«3,75.
Wheat le better; t hicago spring l.Olo 1,10; Milwaukee LOOn 1,13; Winter lttxl Western 1,200,124
White MicUigau 1,30; While ( auada 1,27; Amber
Iowa 1,14 a 1.15; Amber Michigan 1,25 a 1.20; Red
Illinois !,13 tor interior.
( orn lc firmer, old mixed

following gentlemena*aide*:

and all who intend to join with the City Government
in the celebration, are reauewted to assemble at the
Hall, in season to taxe their places at the hour
indicated.
The Head Quarters of the Chief Marshal will be
in the Aldermen's Room.
The Military Escort will form on Congress Street,
right on Elm Street.
The Mechanics’ Association will form on Temple
Street, right on Congress Street.
The Fire Department will form on Congress Street,
right on Tear I Street.
The Sons of Temperance will form on Pearl Street,
right on Congress Street.
The Truckmeu will form on Wilmot Street, right
on Congress Street.
The Hoys’ High School Cadets will form on Myrtle Street, right on Congress Street.
The Carriages for the procession will form on Lime
Street.

New York Market.
Cotton

MARSHAL,

tlir

GRANVILLE M. CHASE,
JOHN MARSHALL BROWN,
ALBION KEITH,
J. HALL BOYD.

Adjourned.

From Utah.
Sweet Water Briihie, July 1.
and hear them.
Tile Indians are again troublesome cutting
tile telegraph lines between here and Pacific
All, of whatever name, who believe in
Springs faster than they can be mended.—
prayer, will, we are assured, be welcomed at a
Troops start to-night in persuit of them. Tin y
are supposed to lie a war party of Sioux, 4S ill ; meeting to be
holden to-morrow morning,
number.
Street
in the basement of

Swamp*

appointed

Who hu

Cocnticg

to.

The army appropriation bill was taken up.
The Senate’s amendments were concurred
in, including one to pay twenty million for
bounties U> volunteers and to widows and heirs
of those killed in the service.
A resolution was adopted calling on the
Secretary of War for any communication from
Gen. McClellan, on the subject of the occupation of White House by our troops.
Mr. Sheffield of Rhode Island, called up his
motion to reconsider the bill tabling the bill
for the enlargement of the (.'anal, hut after
getting it before the House, dilatory proceedings kept it until the hour arrived for the special order, viz: the consideration of naval
affairs.
Resolutions were passed appropriating 7.000
dollars to the officers and mariners on the
steamer Governor, lor the relief of widows
and orphans of officer*, seamen and mariners
lost on the Cumlieriand and Congress; giving
thanks toFarragut, Worden and Goldsborough,
also to Dupont and keeping him on the active
list: also to the Captains and Commanders
under Farragut; compensating the officers and
crew of the steamer Yaruna for private property lost.
A resolution was adopted, that the Naval
Committee inquire into the expediency of procuring a site for the manufacture of iron to he
used lor ship building; also to inquire into
the propriety of codifying the laws regulating
the navy and marine corps, and report at the
uext session.
Mr. Sedgwick of New York reported a resolution directing the Naval Committee to inquire as to the proper and permanent location
of the Naval Academy.
On motion of Mr. Calvert of Maryland, it
was amended by substituting for the Com. live
naval officers, to be appointed by the President, ami then tabled.

uplands.

MERRILL, Esq.,

CHIEF

on

OlPa.1 lid.

be taken up.

City Procession.

nance.

Book#.

86 and 86 Kschange Street,
Portland, June 26.16M.
dtf

All Boats to be pulled in the races must be entered
before three o'clock, Thursday Afternoon,
with the names, number of oars, and colors of each; also the nnmher of the race in which
they will pull. A book for that purpose is now open
at Lowell k Center’s, No. 64 Exchange Street.
Entries by mail may be made until the above mentioned time, by addressing the Secretary of the Committee of Judges, Stephen Berry.
All Boats will enter free.
There will be two guns fired at each race ; the first
for the boats to come into line, the second for the
start.
Boats will not be allowed to crow each other’s
bows. Boats so crossing will forfeit their chances for
the prize.
Two or more boats rounding the outer station at the
same moment, the outside boat mnst
keep off and give
the inside boat sufficient room to rou'ftd witbout hitting the stake. Any outside boat so crowding will
lose its chance for the
Each boat's crew will hr required to appear in uniform dress, and each boat mnst displsvits number
distinctly, placed in a conspicuous position upon the
boat.
All boats entering for either of the races, must report themselves readv for the start at the Jndges'
station, at precisely the time named for the races.—
Boats failing so to report, will not be allowed to pull
in either of the races.
.Suitable accommodation will be provided for boosing of boats from out of the city, on application to
Capt. Erkn D. Choate. No. 4 Portland lier.
The drawing for position* will take place at the Aldermen’s Room, in the City Building, on
Thursday
afternoon, July 3d, at five o'clock, at which time each
person or crew entered for the race will have some
authorized representative present to draw for them,
or take such places in the race as
may then be drawn
for them by the Judges.
Each boat may carry a coxswain, or not. as the
crew may elect.
At three o’clock a gun will be fired for the wherries
and fanev boats to come into line.
The other races will take place in regular order,
with as little delay as possible.
Boat* will start from the Judges'station, near Deering’s Bridge, and round the lower station from starboard to larboard, passing the stake on the port
hand.
Boats in returning mnst pass between the Judges'
station and the outer starting stake.
Prizes will be awarded immediately after last race.
The ruling of the Judges must be final in all cases.
An allowance of ten secouds per oar for the two
miles will be made in the second race.
In the third race, an allowance of ten seconds per
oar for the two miles will be made to the four and six
oared boats. No boat with less than four oars,
rowed bv four men, will be allowed. Lap-streak
boats will be allowed sixteen secouds for the two
miles over shells.

over.

Leavenworth.

and < iittreh C ollector#

BAILEY Jt

July third,

Munjoy.

same

Regatta,
arrangements, and will

on or

run

a

A Call for Troops.

reyiment prisoners—Stonewall Jackson reported killed—Our loss severe—McClellan
within four miles of Richmond.
St. Louis, July 2.
The Democrat has a special dispatch from
Memphis 30th, which says advices from Richmond this morning state that the rebel troops
had been driven from the city. No particu-

will

of the

Capt. EBEN D. CHOATE,
(apt BENJAMIN J WILLARD.
JAMES BAILEY. Esq.,
STEPHEN BERRY. Esq.,
HENRY II. FURBISH, Esq.,
JAMES E. CARTER, Esq.
The following have been adopted as
Hulen and Regulation*.

National Salute.
of all the

Judges

prizes:
HENRY FOX, Ean.,

PORTLAND.

OF

as

of all

award the

Bells
Churches
be
rat SunTHE
rise, Noon and Sunset, and National Salute will
be tired at tbc
time from Bramhall and

The report from the Conference Committee
the Indian appropriation bill was agreed to.
The bill providing for nine Admirals and
eighteen Commodores was taken up.
An amendment was adopted to call the students at tile Naval academy, passed-Midshipinen instead of Ensigns, after final examination.
After discussion the bill was recommitted
to tlie Naval Committee, with instructions to
report an amendment regulating the pay of
the Navy.
The additional Treasury note bill was taken

Rumors of Capture of Richmond, from Reb-

following gentlemen,
have charge

who will

-BY THE-

CITY

Committer of Arrangements for the CelFourth of July have appointed the

ebration of the

4lYi,

Mr. Wright offered a resolution expelling
James F. Simmons from the Senate for receiving $50,000 for procuring a contract Laid

was

lournels, Ledgers. Invoice, sum, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Docket#, Letter#,

•

2.

contracts.

A resolution

BAILEY A ilOYEI,
I SARD M EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND,

jnNtuanee

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE,

Resolutions from the Legislature of Conn,
presented, in favor of the establishment
of a Navy yard at New London.
Mr. Powell reported a bill to punish persons
giving compensation to members of Congress,
or by officers of the government for procuring

Sale by

We make to order
Grerj kind of Blank Book twed
>y Hank*,
and Railroad ( ompanic*#. Hurl#. H tea in boat#, Kactortea and
House#.

Celebration of the 88th Anniveraary

Port Royai., June 23, 1802.
To Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War:—
Sir—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a communication from the Adjutant
General of the army, dated June 13. 1802, requesting me to furnish you with the information necessary to answer certain resolutions
introduced into the House of Representatives
June it. on motion of Hon. Mr. WicklifTe of
Ky., their substance being to inquire
1st. Whether I had organized or wrs organizing a regiment of fugitive slaves in this de-

partment.

order:

July 4th, 1869.

Th*

to

following

Manalkctnred and for

“GOD SAVE THE UNION.”

The bill appropriating $200 for the relief of
Gen. Totten, was passed.
The resolution to adjourn on the 14th of
July, was referred to the Committee on Fi-

The Secretary of War sent the
the House to-day:

Union,
BAItXE.S, Eeq., In the

kill-

were

pickets.

4 P. M.—Gen. Stoneuian has arrived from
Yorktown. having been cut off at White
House. 1 irt of his Command came down bywater last evening.
An immense fleet of steamers anil schooners,
convoyed by a guuliout, Is about to leave for
Turkey Bend.
The three regiments under Gen. Casey will

July 4th, me.

ACCOUNT BOOKS I

BLANK

and

1st. The Steamers will be at the spot
designated
with steam up aud two lines of hose laid, of 300 feet
each, all ready to play at 15 minutes past 3 o'clock,
oue stream each 5 minute*.
2nd. At 25 minutes past 2, each Steamer will play
2 streams 5 minutes each.
3rd. At 40 minutes past 2, each Steamer will play
three streams through 150 feet of hoae 6 minutes.
The exhibition will close in season for the Regatta

Commanding,

Washington, July

2d. Whether any authority had been given
me from the War Department for such organization.
3. Whether I had been furnished by order of
sional and uncertain glance upon him of whose
the War Department, with clothing, uniforms,
bounty he would partake. Quail not before
arms, equipments, Ac., for such a force.
the eye of any, lest your soul shrink within
Only having received the letter conveying
doubt
own
these inquiries at a late hour Saturday night,
your
you, and you
capabilities.
and being obliged to urge forward my answer
in time for the steamer sailing to-day.Monday,
Freewill Baptists on the War,
this haste prevents mo from entering as tniuAt the session of Maine Western Yearly
uitely as I could wish upon many points of deMeeting of the Freewill Baptist, held a few
tail such as the paramount inqiortancc of the
days at Harrison, the following Resolutions subject calls for; but in view of the near termination of the present session of Congress,
were passed unanimously:
and the wide spread interest which must have
lieeolred. That the protection of our Govbeen awakened by Mr. Wicklifl 's resolution, I
ernment. amidst persistent and fiend-like reprefer sending even this imi>erfedt answer to
bellion of slaveholders, is an occasion for dewaiting the period necessary for the collection
vout thanksgiving to God, and should inspire
fuller and more comprehensive data.
of
every heart with a firm trust in Him as a God
To the first question, therefore’ I reply that
of Providence as well as of Grace.
no regiment of fugitive slaves has been or is
Retained, Tliat we accept, as from the hand
being organized in this department. Then- is,
of a righteous and chastening God, the calamhowever, a line regiment of persons whose late
ities of war, as deserved for our indifference to
masters are fugitive rebels, men who everythe cause of oppressed humanity; and earnestwhere fly before the appearance of the nationly pray thnt we, our rulers and our nation may al
flag, having their servants la-hind them to
learn unfeigned repenteucc from the lessons
shift as best they can for themselves. .So far,
thus daily taught us.
Indeed, an: the loyal persons composing this
Hesolted, That the cause of human freedom
regiment from seeking to avoid the presence of
is ours; that we hail the unmistakable evitheir late owners, that they are one aud all
dences of its progress, though at the expense
working with remarkable industry to place
of treasures and of blood, with devout joy,
themselves in a position to join in full aud efpledging to our worthy Chief Magistrate our fective
pursuit of tbeir fugitive owners and
cordial and fill! support, and to every loyal
traitorous proprietors.
citizen our hearty co-operation, for the supThe second question I have the honor to
pression of the rebellion, and the extinction of
answer, that the instructions given hi Brig.
Slavery, its cause.
Gen. T. W. .Sherman by Hon. Sunon Cameron,
late Secretary of War. turned over to me by
Coi„ McClusky.—A correspondent of the
succession for my guidance, do distinctly auBangor H'Ai</ says that the charges preferred thorize to employ all loyal persons offering
their services in the defence of the Union, and
against Col. McClusky and upor* which he was for the suppression of this rebellion,
in any
a
Court
Martial
after
a
of
acquitted by
hearing
manner I might see fit. or that the circumfourteen days, proved a most miserable failure.
stances might call for.
There is no restriction
as to the character or color of the persons to
The writer says:—
be employed, or the nature of the employment,
To those who know Col. McCluskyV proud
whether civii or military, in which their serhonor and delicate sensitiveness to injustice
vices shall lie used.
and ingratitude, it is needless to say that he
1 conclude, therefore, that I have been auwas deeply chagrined at his treatment by some
thorized to enlist fugitive slaves as soldiers,
of his officers from whom he had a right to excould any such lie found in tire Department.
pect lietter tilings. One of the charges against
No such cliaractcrs, however, have yet appearhim was that he. threw into the sea the beaued within view of our most advanced
tiful banner presented to the regiment by the
The loyal slaves everywhere remaining on
ladies of Aroostook. The court acquitted him
their plantations to welcome us and aid us and
of this, not from want of proof, not from any
supply us with food, lalxir and information.
doubt of the facts, for he admitted them, but
It is the masters who have in every instance
from all the circumstances of the case, they
lieen the fugitives running away from loyal
thought him justified in doing what he did. slaves as well
as loyal soldiers, and whom we
Another charge was. that lie was intoxicated
have only partially "been able to see with their
when he threw the banner overboard. Not
heads over
or rifle in hand dodging
only did they fail iu this, but the prosecution liehiml treesrnm|Hirts
in the extreme distance. In the
succeeded iu proving, by their own witnees,
absence of any fugitive master law. the dethat he was perfectly solar, and that he acted
serted slaves would be wholly without remesoberlJhdelilaTately and upon natural reflect- dy. had not their tune of
treason given the
ion. The banner w as denounced by some of
right to pursue, capture and bring back these
the stalT and line officers at Augusta, before
persons of whose protection they have been so
It was presented, and the regiment was divided
suddenly bereft.
into tw o parties concerning it, wlm were grow
To the third interrogatory it is my painful
ing earnest and bitter in iheir feelings towards
duty to reply, that I never have received any
each other. You know it had the Irish emspecific authority for issues of clothing, uniblems on it—tile harp ami the shamrock, and
forms, arms, equipments, etc., to the troops in
several times then- was great danger of a light
qusstion. My general instructions from Mr.
in tile regiment, springing from this flag. It
Cameron to
them in any manner that.
w as indeed an
apple of discord. When Col. 1 might find employ
it
in the military exiMcClusky was informed of this state of things, gencies of tile necessary
department,and the country boand that the regiment was almost in a state of
ing my only, but in my judgement sufficient
mutiny, he said "they never shall have a chance justification;
neither have I had any specific
of disgracing that flag, nor shall it trail in the
authority for supplying those |iersons with
dust. I and my Irishmen want no better flag
shovels, spades and pick-axes when employing
to light under than the Stars and Stripes!"
them as laliorcrs, nor with boats and oars when
And so he committed tile piece of painted silk
using them as lighter-men. lint these are not
to the seas.
When General Butler asked him
the
indicated in Mr. Wicklifle’s resoluwhy he threw it overboa re. he replied, to ; tion.points
To me it seemed that lilierty to employ
preserve the peace and tranquility of my regi- ; tneu in
any particular capacity, implied w ith it
ment, sir." That was ids defense before the !
liberty also to supply them with the necessary
court martial.
The judges—his peers—deemtools, and acting upon this fact. I have clothed,
ed it good and valid,and Gen. Butler approved
equipped and armed the only regiment yet
their decision by General Order No. 20.
*
•
•
raised in South Carolina.
—
D. Hitcteb,
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
Major General Commanding.
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Hunter's Reply to Wlckllfle

of Corinth.

Sold

guns.
Their loss was as far
ed and 13 wounded.

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

Alfred W. Ei.i.ett.

all the novel readers of the country, has commenced a series of dime books bearing the

The number before

II.

61 Ex-

Beadle’s American Battles, Dime Series.
Beadle & Co, New York.
Beadle, whose dime novels are familiar to

war.

Nomination.

Ellsworth, July 2.
Congressional
to-day. Hon. Nathan A.

these incarnations of evil was “Hans of Iceland," and the lovers of the marvellous will, in

credulity

PRESS.]

The Fifth District held its

ing the direst calamities upon all who fell in
their power. One of the most dreaded of

the book before us, find their
the utmost.

TO THE DAILY

a

where the river is olistructed by a raft,
built by the enemy, and protected by four guns
in battery.
My object was to rapture or destroy three
of the enemy’s gunboats, that I was informed
were lying lielow the raft, viz: the Van ifern,
Polk and Livingson. I ran up close under the
battery, and was mortified to see the enemy
set Are to tile boats and set them adrift down
upon us. 1 was obliged to leave the river to
escape a conflagration, the three boats were
totally destroyed. The enemy did not tire
upon us.
It is with great pleasure I announce the arrival of flag officer Farragut, with nine vessels
of his fleet above Vicksburg. They passed
up this morning at about 5 o’clock, through a
severe fire of some 30 or 40 of the enemy’s

point

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

founded upon an ancient tradition that certain
beings existed, who, though l*»m of woman,

ted to the Battle of

a

ed

TO THE

Iceland, or the Demon of the
A romance, by Victor Hugo.—
Translated from the French by J. T. Hudson.
New York; John Bradburn 4 Co.

present

sort.

us
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North.

owed their

Parade.—A fine body of men, numbering
62, rank and file, comprising a part of the 17th

a

Hans of

on
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deserve.

nation.
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W It commenced raining again last
lug between nine and ten o’clock.
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POETRY._
A Soldier’s

Letter,

and

a

H oman’s

An-

swer.

Hospital, April
I write with a great deal of pain, dear girl—
I'vs not been able before since the llsrM—
And mv brain is still so much in a whirl,

—.

That I can tell you but little to-night.
I’m wounded!—don’t start—’tis not very bad,
Or at least it might be worse; so I said.
When I thought of you, “I’m sure she’ll be glad
To know that I’m only wounded—not d'*aa."

something

But I’ve
else, dear Mary, to say,
And’d say it if it cost me my life;
I’ve thought of it well—there’s no other way—
You’re released from your promise to be my wifo!
You’ll think me foolish at first; then you’ll think
Of the loose, armless coat-sleeve at my side;
And your proud and sensitive heart will shrink
From the thought of being a cripple’s bride.
Tis a bitter struggle to give you up,
For I’ve loved vou more than ever of late;
But down to Its dregs I have drained tip* cup,
And I’m calm,
my heart is desolate.
I’m coming home, and of course we must meet;
one
boon I implore—
this
ouce,
My darling,
Let us still be friends—for that will be tweet,
we
can
be
feiuce now, alas!
nothing more.

though

Sw’eet Home, April —.
Mv Robert, how brave and noble you are!
I know, for me;
too
and
noble.
Too brave
But you’ve too little (kith in me by fkr
If you believe that I want to be free.
I’m not released from my promise—no, no!
'Twaa never so sacred to me before;
If you could but know how I’ve longed to go
And watch by yonr side, you’d doubt me no more.

MARKETS.

name in the terrible list,
But the tears froze back that sprang to my eye;
And a fearful pain, that I could not resist.
Crushed my heart till I only longed to die.
The blessed tears, by-and-bv, came attain,
And 1 felt, as vou in your letter said,
’mid all mv pain,
A feeling of
That Robert was ouly wounded—not dead.

gladness,

Oh, darling! to think you have suffered so,
And I all these long, weary miles away;
You’ve needed me very often, 1 know,
While 1 could do nothing but hope and pray.
But hardest of all is the bitter thought
That you have been suffering so much for me;
Poor Robert! vour manly letter has brought
A strange mixture of Joy aud misery.
But you're coming home to my arms and heaH;
am proud and sensitive too;
You’re
But I’m onlr so when we are apart,
And now—I shall only be proud of
You’re coming home to happiness and rest,
And 1 wait the moment of blissful calm, "
When I shall be held to a soldier's breast
a patriot-hero’s one strong arm !

right—I

you!

By

MISCELLANY.
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Temperance.

Litharge.
Red

In-ad.
Planter*
Per ton Soft.
•irenml.
Provisions.
Chicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.

Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Perk. Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Pradaee.
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chicken*. Spring.

Salt, Turk's Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.

presented by the Grand Worthy
Patriarch, A. Morse, Esq., of Smithville. presented a cheering account of the rapid progress of the Order; contained suggestions for
the advancement of the cause in C. W.; referred to -the change of the location of the

j

per capital tax to the Grand Division. The
cash remaining in the hands of the subordinate Divisions amounts to $18,000.
The numher of representatives to the Grand Division is I
507, and to the National Division, 14. The
Grand Division tax payable to the National I
Division is $147.
In the afternoon a dozen or fifteen members
of the National Division, who had come up
from Maine, Massachusetts, and the Lower
Provinces, on the noon train, visited the Grand
Division, and were received with appropriate
honors, aud invited to make themselves at
home, and take part in the proceedings. They
were, in turn, called u|»on to speak, and did so.
The address of the Don. 8. L. Tilley, Provinrial Secretary and Prime Minister of New
Brunswick, and of the Rev. E. W. Jackson, of

44
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Baltimore.
St. Louis.
Cincinnati.

5
40

764

!

50

5|

9
00

324

a
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I growth
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THE 0»lT SURE CURE

BLEEDING. BLIND, and ITCHING PILES.
LEPROSY' SCROFULA. SALT RHEUM,
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
One bottle warraated to eore every case of Piles: two
butt.es in nil other rac-s of the above dilate,; if
not,
deai.T, are reqaested to retand the mcner in e
cry
case
Only live bottles in a thousand returned, Slid
those were eoufirawd Fistula. Hundreds of letter,
For

and certificate, are now in the
proprietor’, pension,
which can be wen ou
application. Send tor Cireu'ar.
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLE. Ummfri. 71

Prince street, Boatou.

Sold everywhere.

cates with each bottle

Certifi-

generous aud

harmony

hearty

an

lCOPYRIGHT

neglected.

Dr.

bostok.

Sold in Portland by Em nr A Watmuhottom.

White’* Patent Alarm
SECT RED.

]

Particular atten-

given to the Commercial and Maritime
It will be the aim of its conductors to make

pisols i. a hie*,

S'Id it F. >>.»'• Sc A Lx Warehouse. 113
street Boarox, by
FAIRBANKS ft BROWN.

Milk

^

H KNRY JONES,
DKA LKK IX

SMTP TIMBER AMD PLAMK

and i* the very best

HACKMETAC KNF.Es. LOCVST TREENAILS, and a grncral variety
of Ship Stock.

thing known for the purpose,' as it
will bring on the xoxthlt su knem
in cases of obstruction, after all other

a

gecount-

remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
tyOrer *000 BOTTLK8 have
now been sold 1rithout a
tingle failnre when taken as directed, and withthe least injury to health in any
'rase.
I It is put np in bottle* of three different strength* with full direction*

del*.
92 State St., Boston.
I

"rm

nar

ofins

MMntnr

wj c»|nvwi, mvfijr

sente a, 10

mu

months, 50 cents per mouth.
Press, large, neatly printed,
nd well filled with the news of the week, and orig1 oal and selected Political. Agricultural,
Literary and
] liscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
( be Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at #1.50 per

pr« '**y ior obstinate VA*m, Which all other retnedi * of the kind htvr fkilrd to core; also that it is
w* -anted as represented in
every respect, or the
pri e will be reftiiided.

Oilman, J N. A. Foster k Co., Publishers.
IIall.
)
Portland, May 19, 1862.

and medicines will be sent br
observation, to all parts of the tatted
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad w ishit g tor a secure and quiet Retreat, with
got *1 care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It lias been ••stimated that over two
hundred yiousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without anv
bci.efit to those who pay it. Most of this sum comes
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lose
it, but once paid they can nercr yet it back, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in sileuce. uo. dmrtheming to expose the cheat for fear of
selves. All this come* from trusting, without inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character.
and skill, and w hose only recommendation is their
own fklse and extravagant assertions, in praise of
themselves.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man’s word, no matter what his
but MAKE INQUIRY
are.
it will cost
professions
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
in
nine
cases
out
of
ten are
advertising
bogus, there is no safety in trusting any if them, uuless vou know who and what they are
1y Dr. M. will send free, by enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOMEN,
and on /Ytrufe Diseases generally ; giving most full
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising phrsician
or medicine of this Uhd is deserving of art cowri-

WharfUft Border St., E. Boston.
y

FAIRBANKS A BEARD,

["■t

that shall be true to the

Money Drawer.

CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINJT
THIEVES.

A

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue* unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after ail other* have fhited,
is desigued for both marriku atid

popular instincts.
Thk Portland Daily Press is printed with onI irely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
4 laily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sun, lays excepted,) at #5 per annum.
Subscriptions for

WHOLMA LX DRAI KR IX

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,
MINERAL WATER.
BriLDiivo, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE AMD PORTER.
AND

I

Howard Athasrhi

BURNETT’S KALLISTON,
Complexion has no eqitl. It ia
dist.nguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
K y BEWARE OF IMITATIONS! New* genuine
and is admirably adapted to all annatural conditions
and warranted unless purchased directly >for M
of the skin; removing Tan. Sunburn. Freckles, Redis REMEDIAL INSTITUTE EOK SPECIAL
at
D1 EASES, No. 2H Union Street. Providence, R. I.
ness and Roughness of the skin. Re., earing
Chapped
| yThis special it./ embraces all disease* of a prtear, idvariably in advance.
To any person sending |
Hai.ds, and allaying the irritation caused by the bites
rate nature both of MEN and WOMEN,
a
by reguhe names of fire sew $ub»rribert, cash in advance,
of
Mueqaitors. and other annoying insects. Preparlarly educated physician of twenty vgprx' practice, I
n extra copy will be sent gratis.
gi' ng hi* whole attention to them.’
ed bv Joseph Harnett k Co., Boston, and for sale by
jy Consultations bv letter or otherwise are strictly
•. A. Foster,
all dealers.

1 pss

than

six

The Maine State

eoi idential.
secure from

T.
B.

The

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
ommend the new paper to the hearty support of the

rejected

(

1 'eople of Maine.
May, 18*3.
LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
NELSON DING LEY, Ju
It. S. STEVENS.
N. A. EAR WELL.
S P. STRICKLAND,
EUGENE HALE.
R. II FULLER.

iamboge, Ipecxc, Jalap, Juniper Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver, Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla, Sponges, Verdil xis, Vanilla Beans, 10 per cent, ad val.—Tlydriodat©
1 nd Prussiate Potash. Peruvian Bark, 16 per cent, ad
al.—Citric Arid, Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential this,
1 '.psoin Salts, Isinglass. Flor Sulphur, Seuna Arrow
toot, blue or white Vitrol, Ginseng, 26 |»er cent.—
1 upper**. 26c p 100
tb.—Bleaching Powders, 30c P
00 ins.—Alum and Sago. 60c p 1C*» tbs.—Relined ltoax, chromate and bichromate Potash, Sugar of
] .end aud Argots, 3c p tb.—Opium. 81 p tb. Balains aud
Sulphate (quinine, 30 p cent.—Alum. Sal
«
>oda and Soda Ash Jc p lb.—Hi ( arb Soda, ( austic
«
»oda, Liquorice Root, 1 c p lb. and ground do 2c p
| b. Liquorice Paste, 6c p tb.— Refilled Camphor
, .nd ( ream Tartar. 6c p tb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
linetic. Rochelle Salts. Gum ( opal, and others gums

State

Committee.

BENJ. KINGSBURY. Jr.,
CLEMENT PHINNEY,
DANIEL ELLIOT,

physicians,

Cumberland

LUKE BROWN,
O. G. COOK,

Rep.

EDWARD L. PICKARD.
JOHN T HULL.
CHARELS II. OSGOOD,
IIENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY P. LORD,

—

James doughty,
OREN RING,
WILLIAM GRAY,
JOHN M STEVENS,
AUG. F. GERLSII.
FRANCIS E PRAY,
WM II PLUMMER.

r

j

Co.

Com.

I*KN( K

As

Which Is

•City Committeof

OP THE HAIR,

now-a-days. may be enti «ly
of Braxrrr'a ( oioaaxk
It

ho common

pee'rrrr«d by

the

use

has been used in thousands of
was

coming out

and

where the

cases

handftil!a. and has

in

arrest its

never

air

failed to

decay,
promote a healthy and rigorgrowth. It is at the same time unrivalled as a
for the hair. A single application will render it soft and glossy for several days. Prepared by
Joseph Burnett k Co., boston, and for sale by all
to

ous

j dressing
!

dealers.

NEW

j CORNER

WATER AND CONGRE8S ST.,
BOSTON.

OF

Formerly In

TORE.

PAINT

Ashael
er

Wheeler, Afl,

Union Street.

Manufacturer nnd Deal-

in

WHATEVER.

FAIXTS OILS. VARNISHK3,
And Painter.’ Supplies

Generally, Staple Drags, Sponges, G ants,

Cortland.

Courage

—A SO—

Invalids !

SUPERIOR

GLUES.

•

CLEMS’

SUMMER

Notice* of Foreclosure.

FISH.—For 100 lb foreign caught; Herring 81;
lackcrcl 82: Salmon 83; and all other pickled iu
*rl*. 81 60 p brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 tbs. From
*rovinces fh*e.

Maine, claims by mortgage
certain tract of land situated in Falmouth, in said
ounty, bounded, beginning at the most southwestrly corner of laud now or formerly of Koval Leighon, thence easterly and northerly by the same to laud
f Johu W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
ind of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly and westery bv the same to laud owned by Jeremiah Hobba,
hence northerly and westerly by the same and land
f Philip (jaminou to the
road, thence northrly by *aid road to the first iNiunds; containing sevnteen acres more or less, subject to the right or Jermiali llobbs or his assigns to pa-- and re|»ass through
aid premise*. Said real estate haviug been conveyed
ii mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and
Micah Sani)>on l*v [tependence II. Furbish,
by his deed of Anns! 22. Iw, r»*corded in the Registry of Deeds tor
uiuberland County, in Ixatk 2»-t. page 897; which
nortgage w as duly assigned bv said Micah Sampson
i* Samuel S. Webster, June 3i),
1862. as will appear
) the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
i* all of which
records reference is to be had for a
•ore particular description.
The condition of said
••cd of mortgage is broken, and the suliseriber, asof
saitl
reason
thereof do claim
igrns'
mortgage, by
forechwure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
II parties interested of my claim to foreclose said
nortgage. on account of the breach of the conditions

FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Bananas and IManaius 20 p cent, ad val.—Alraouds 4c. and shelled do,
c per lb— Nut* and Dates, 2c p tb—Currants, Figs.
Mums, Prunes and Raisius, 5c p lb—Citron 30 p
d val.
GRAIN—Corn and flats 10c; Rve and Barley 16c;
nd Wheat 20c per bush.
From lir. Provinces, free.
(• It INI »ST( t N ES.—Rough— Froe.
G UN POWDER.—80 p cent, ad val, per cask of 25
bs.
HIDES k SKINS.—10 p cent, ail val.
lit IPS.—10 p cent.

Howes’

IRON.—Pig and Scrap, 86; Bar. rolled or hamin-red, 816; Railroad 812; Boiler 820 p ton; Sheet
j F2T> p ton.
LEATHER—30 p cent.
LEAD —Pig ljc p lb.
LIME.—10 p ceut. ad val.
MoLASSEs.—6c p gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p !b.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
j
J 0 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
OAKUM.-Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of For< ign
Fisheries; Neats foot, Linseed, Hetniiwed and
hereof.
{apt-seed, 2t» per ccut; Olive ill casks, Palm, Seal, aud i
Dated at Portland this first dav of July, A. D. 1862.
( "ocoauut 10, Olive Salad 30
per cent, ad val.
SAM L S WEBSTER.
ju!2—w3w*
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
ted I .cad, 2 l-2c
and
Oxide
of
Zinc,
per tb; Litharge
! l*2c p tb; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion, ! ro Lumber
Dealers, Builders, and others,
Mirorae Yellow, Venetian Red 20— Spanish Brown,
Irv, 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow ami other
E undersigned hereby give notice that they have
<
KMires, 35c per 100 tbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, in oil.
established a
)1 35; Wliitiug 26c p 100 tbs.
PLASTER—Free.
LUMBER PLANING MILL,
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon,
ind Haius 2c— Butter and Cheese 4c p tb.
1 iear the foot of I'nion Street, where they hotn* to be
RICE.—lc p tb.
t hie to give all the accommodation aiid dispatch
SALT.—In bulk 12c, aud in bags 18c p 100 tbs.
vliicti the uature of the business will admit.
STARCH -20pceut.
Turning, Sweep and Circular Sawinu, Ac.,
SOAP —30 p cent.
ttended to as heretofore.
SPICES.—Ginger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger. 5c.— [
OFFICE 6 UNION STREET.
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.— Cloves, 8c; Cassia. 10c.—
ussia Buds, 15c.—Ciuuaiuou, 20c.—Mace and NutWINSLOW k DOTEN.
negs. 26c p tb.
Cortland June 23, 18d2.
3tw4* 1
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bus; Canary, 10 P cent.

rll

1

Cough Pills,

By

|

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact has bc«u established, that for the cure of

I

D1ARRIHKA OR

j

CLEM S SI MMER

LSO, Gents, Riplen. Revolvers,Cutlery and
Sporting (ioopg generally,
llepairiug and Stencil Cutting attended to as usual.
G.L. HAILEY,
eodtf
42 EXCHANGE STREET.

A

WANTED.
SMALL KENT, of five or six
the business part of the city.
this office.

rooms, near

Enquire at

MACHINE

SUMMER CURE.

CLEM S

I
!

That for Children troubled with Cauker in mouth
stomach, or mother# suffering from uursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

FILE MANUFACTURING CO,
At row rftdr to
Ma* hi as Cut
ers ,u use.

snpply every description of their
Vileh, warranted superior to all oth-

CLEM'S SI MMER CU KE.
That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Hrouchial affections, there is no remedy extaut that so universally

affords relief

j

1

OFFICE AND HA 1. EH ROOM !

NO. 34

as

(Corner of Centra),) Boston.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standiug Hack, the best

FAMILY
»>

HOWE’S COUGH TILLS.

j

^

KILBY STREET,

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.
That for a
Tains in the
remedy is

That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Ththisic, Whooping Cough, aud Couflrmed
Co xumpuoti, the public have already rendered their
uui>ed verdict in favor of

cases

HOWES’

OUT FILES.

THE WHIPPLE

or

MOURNING

hOODS,

Winter Street. Boston,

Established for the Sale of
|

HOUBHIEG DRESS GOODS,
—AND—

COUGH TILLS.

MILUNEKY EXCLUSIVELY.
CY.EM’S SUMMER CURE in a pleasant, agreeable
I dec iction of Roots ami Harks, and contains not a
parte)* of Opium or Dnro of any sort. It always

!

does

good,
By

and

never

j

J A M KS

their work* ye shall know

*

HO F K,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer* Id
thru."

G. r. Goodwin & Co., Rts'on. Genera! Agents for
> ew England. II 11. Ilav, Portland, and H. K.
B adbur\, Hanger, Gcnnal Agents for Maine.

HOWES k,
bwftmnol

S. 8. Williams.

does harm.

tJTSoM by Diuggisls

Fishing Tackle.

CURE.

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhoea or auy irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are 'insignificant, as compared with

)ther kinds free.

rrout & other

DYSENTERY

In jM*rsons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public*, that so effectually does
it work aud at the same lime leaves the bowels iu an
active, healthy condition, as

cotiuty

|

CURE

-ASD-

is

hereby given, that the subscriber, Samuel S. Webster, of Portland. In the County of
N'OTICE
'umbcrland and State of

generally.
tO., Proprietor a,
and Merchants

Belfast, Main*

WHITE

OAK

AND HACKMETACK SHIP TIMBER,
White Pine Timber for
tories.

Wharves, Bridges and Fac-

Also Southern Tine

worked to

Floorings

on

hand and

order.
W State Street,

Timber Docks

corner

of E

(up stairs.)
ana

First Sit., Boston.

Notice*
will be received bv the Uoroinittee
on Sheets, Side-Walks and Bridge*, at the Civil
Kij faieet ’« ouice ui til Tncadav the 8th day of July
ne *. for the -enioval of the Pile* or Holphiuii iu the
ila bor Oil Victoria Wharf.
s. W. LA KR A BEE. Chairman.
Other dalle* please copy.
)*2&td

PROPOSALS

4

Wash for the

PREMATURE LOSS

gy Order* by mail promptly attended to. Write
your addres* /dainty, and direct to Dr. 11. N. MattiSOI, as above.
June 23.
d&w2m

Republican

a

Express,

reposing

Republican

C. II II WOODBURY,
T. HARMON.
E. WOODBURY,

(

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
dt-lado and Concentrated Molasses, 2ic p tb; above j
S'«. 12. uot refined. 3c; refined, 6c p ft; when tiucured or colored. 8c.
TEAS.—20c p tb.
TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 25; all other |
rinds 30 p cent, ad val.
TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates, 10 P cent, ad val.
TWINE.—30 p cent.
WOOL.'—Coasting 18c p lb and under, 6 p cent;
under 24c p tt». 3c; over 24c p tb, 0c p tb.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc:%n sheets, lie p 0).—
Manufacturer* of, 30 p cent, ad val

Warehouse,

our

118 Milk Stkkkt,
(Thorndike Batlding,) Corner of Batterymarch St.,

HATTISON'S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

led

t •ne

for sale at

FOR FEMALES.

of act*

indispensable institution of the State, and

□

SCALES.

These Scale* are still manufactured
only by the original inventors, who
are constantly adding such real and
rahtahle improvement a as their loaf
experience and skill suggest.
A COMPLETE VABIETY:
as Hay, Coal, Kailroad. Platform, Counter, Drug*
gist s. and Butcher’s .Scales; Bern. Weights, Ac.,

THE GREAT IHDIAH REMEDY

energies te the work before them, and labor to
1 make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
(
« T Maine, and the
exigencies of the times demand— |
(

DRUGS a md DYES.—Per lb. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,
ml all others used tor medicinal purposes or tin©
rts.) Aim-*. Assafuctida, Ammonia, Cantharides,

resinous substances used tor same purposes as Gum
t opal. 10c p lb.—Roll Brimstone, 86
p ton.—oil
<
loves, 70c p tb.—Morphine, 81 p oz.—Alcohol, 40c
J » gal.—All other description* quoted, free. Chicory
loot, lc p tb.
D Y E WOODS .—Free.
DUt K.—26 p cent, ail val.
FEATHERS.—30 p cent, ad val.

be

FAIRBANKS

PREMIUM STANDARD

juoe21d4m

iial and welcome visitor in every work-shop,
ng-house, and family circle. The Editors, not no1 nowd to the people of Maine, will give their undivi-

production.

ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—30 per cent.
HITTER.—4 p cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax,8c., Tallow, 2c., per

t

no case

SUMMER MEDICINE.

Langley’s

Dyspepsia.

peaceful

1

of 10
per cent, is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol

COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
\ oreign Bituminous 81; al) other kinds 50c per ton.
COFFEE.—oc per tb.
CORDAGE.—Tarred 21c p lb. Manila 2c p lb, al)
< ther 3c p lb.

1

a

encourage unity of purpose and
on among all loyal men.

ucnt will in

doty

CHEESE.—4c p lb.

<

to

greatest “moral, political and social

iBDuort.

1

RATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
nercliaudise not

looking

measures

gradual emau-

Lincoln, and all

political department, the Prim will
earnestly devoted to the advauceracut of the best
1 ntereats of the city and State. Its Local Depart-

14i

m
a

our

secure

Fresident

Aside from its

1 19 fg 1 20

Philadelphia.

76 * 6 00
87 <£• 6 25
50 ct 7 00
00 g 4 25
02 4
24
8 60 g 3 76

eg

governments, to

proposed by

as

of the Federal with

| i«;

62’gl00

90

co-operation

1 o

IVeol.

ft] g

State

emancipation of slavery in the

sight of the fhct that true men have hon*t!v differed, and that, coming by different routes
hey now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
md. instead of seeking to widen the differences be-

6 00 fg 6 25
4 00 (g 5 00

6jg

attempt

lo not lose

lO 00
a 12 00
g 8 00

42 (a)

nor

upon our
to resist the tide of

00
ween those who are required by a common patriot354311 sin to act in
concert, the Press will labor hopefully

33
00
81
00

FOWLE’8 PfLE AND HUMORCUBN

eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderfhl—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by
removing
all obstructions from tbe internal organs,
stimulating
them iuto healthy action, renovating the fountains or
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all iiumfcr*
and causing it to course through
every part of the
body; restoring the Invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Biltious Diseases and
fou! stomach.
Costiveuess. all kinds of HuI moft, Indigestion, Headache. Dizziness, llles. Heartburn, Weak urns, Tains in the side and bowels. Flatuj
lency, Loss of appetite, and a torpid or diseased LivI er, a disordered Stomach or bad
blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
Spring and Mummer.
More than 2[>,(ftl0
persons have been cured bv this
medicine. It is highly recommended by Thysiciau*
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 3d cents per bottle. < trders addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., BoeTON.

an

blot

distinctly announcing the general course
>ro(M>sed for the Press, and intending that, alike in
varand in peace—in our country's peril and in its
riumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we

2 00 (g 2 50
2 50 g 4 00
2 25 eg 2 50

Domestic..
PHU.
Cine.
Pigs and slabs.
Sheet Mosslmann.
Sheathing.

legal

While thus

kVood.

Hard, retail.-f.<.
•Soft.

the foulest

ivil,” will find in the Fkesa
1

ia

31 <g
40 g
23 g
26 fg
14 g

loyal

vmoval of

48
41
fy
rr
36
eg 51
43
g
38
(g
a)
53
eg 1 00

>g
3Ug
3 *

l?.* 7

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

seems

>ther constitutional

ffi

38

character,

that

:ipation,

76 <g 1 00
75 fg 1 00
46 fg
66
46 ig
60

43

constitutes

The
rovemment.
ederal Capital, the

10}

he

84-g

6Jg

or

me
engaging H** where Remember that I am the originator of the 2ft cent
package frta'ionery. and a!*o X. E. Agent for H If. Lloyd
* r°*" celebrated
M*p* and ( hart*, and J. C. Butt re’s
tine Sti-el Engraved Portrait*. Withal, it mr be
nafe v said, that I have the beat aMortment of .be
iuo* saleable article* for the time* that cau
be fo nd
f or particular*, addrew B
B.
RL■s8fcLL, 515 Washington .Street, Boston,

/COMPOSED of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow
Dock, prickley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb.
Mandrake, Dandelion, he., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and aaaiat Nature in

destined to sweep from existence
institution which is the greatest anomaly in a free

‘vents

10

IQ)

which

mtional

91

loj

10|<g
101 g

Na.
Bauca. cu*h.
Straits, cash.

famish.
Furniture Varnish.
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eudorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
put will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
ill true democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting questiou of Domestic Slavery, it
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WABTTED!
about to

engage in the sale of 2ft cent packTHOSE
Ag*m of Stationery, Map*, Chart*,
Portrait*,
■houId write to
before

Health and Strength Secured,

only available means of accomplishing such
as a lofty patriotism
imperatively demands.

It will neither seek
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All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Add re**
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
I'ortland.
iy Send Itimp for Circular.
jull—3m

the full coniciousness that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, aud af’esults
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Seeds.
Herds G rass.
estern Clover.
Red Top.

army and navy, but

personal attention.
** <b® °®cc- or

communications should be directed
“ to R
GREENE, 38 Hromlteld Street,
Nora. Persons wishing to iurestigate this method
of practice, or its superior success, will be
tarnished
with n pamphlet descriptive of treatment, fr«e hv
addressing H. GREENE. M D„ 38 BromBeid Street
Bouton.

ple

political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as ,tbe Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its
enemies that its designs and tendencies were sectional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
lust and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
In its devotion to the Union while other
organizations
have so generally become infected with a
disloyal
ipirit, aud inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great prin;iples underlying all free Governments, the Prksa
■rill cordially sustain the organization of that
party,
not with a design to foster a mere partisan
spirit, but

7;

®

our

s

All

PRIVATE

[only iu

of the

The office arill be open, and
attendance, from 7 i ll A M

CONSULTATIONS.-Dr. Hnghes has
for a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his
practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has lie met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from *
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in a>l cases.
.Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies Aril; cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either
or
constitutionally
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizriuess in the
head, forgetAilnes*. sometimes a ringing iu the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in
consumption or inIf neglected, arc speedily and
permanently

unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
telling at a premium. It will zealbusly labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican
principles, and.
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m»y he sent to any

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjull-3m

iu

i* will giro an earnest, cordial,
support to the administration of Abraham Lincoln, who in little more than one
year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
is at* inoui. uptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose ad-
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dictatorial spirit, sound political prinpromote the material interests of tiie
State, and of the City of Portland as itt interests
twine with, aud are inseparable from, those of the
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latest and fullest

large, well-filled, carefully edited,
printed weekly paper, intended specially
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the

Ret P. Maros, Vice Prept.
R. (.REEVE, M. D.,
Superintending PSgiician.
This Institution wes established for the cure #f Disease, upon the principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the nso of l’oiaonona Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Lung,. Dyspepsia,
Lircr Complaint, Heart Complaint,
Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a great variety of

their
accommodation.
l>r. ll.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vai;.. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing iu
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
.Sent to any part of the country with Full directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, I'ortland.
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aid a boy to Mr. Reid, as he walked
along the
Corn Meal.
idewalk of the park.
6 rain.
Mr. Reid turned around. “I have. Indeed,
85 g
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Gorham, near Portland. Maine, were espeay boy! I suppose it fell when I pulled my
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55
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now.”
daily interesting. Mr. Tilley said that in New I landkerchief
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“
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Yes, sir,” said the hoy.
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And then he liegnn to think that
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both countries—strong drink. (Here S. L.
boy before he found his
1 lops
Carleton. Esq., of Portland. step|K-d across tlie
I mcket-book, although he did not know it, and
First Sort, 1861.
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ball, and bad a warm shake bauds with the
■
many other good boys
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i hut ought to have a little
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The Portland Daily Press it intended to be
enterprising, rigorous and live Daily Morning
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OFFICE 38 BRUMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

TO THE LADIES.

an

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Infirmary.

HUGHES particularly invite, all Ladim who
need a medical adviser, to call at hi* rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged for

JOSEPH B. HALL, of tho Aroostook Herald.
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edited

Eclectic illedical

JOHN T. OILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

Soap.

44

present semi-annual session from Oshawa to i
Hamilton, in consequence of the National Division meeting at the latter place; and also to
legislative action on temperance in the appointing of committees of both House's to con- j
aider and report upon the subject of an Inebriate Asylum for Canada.
The Grand Scribe reported seventeen new
subordinate Divisions during the past six I
months, and eleven resustioated, while seven
had ceased to exist. The total number of Di|
visions upon the register is 313, of which 279 !
were known to be in active working order.
Of these, 138 admit lady visitors, and 143 do
not. During the past six months, 3793 new
members had been added, and 150 by card. In
the 194 Divisions which bad made returns in
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On Tuesday morningoflast week, the Grand
Division of the Sons of Temperance met in the
Sons’ Hall, Hamilton C. W. The officers were all
present except Rev. J. G. Short, D. D., who
was unavoidably absent, attending the synod
of the English church at Toronto. A large
number of Divisions from all parts of Canada
West was present; twenty-four new members
were initiated; and soon the hall was well
filled with earnest workers in the cause of

£liv.c °‘i,.
Nratsfoot

Oil..
Osalons—per bbl.
do Bermuda p lb.
Points.
I Portland Lead, in oil.
Lewis Lead,
"
Boston Lead,
"
French Zinc,
American Zinc,
ltochelle. Yellow.
Eng. Ven, Bed.

—

I rad your

April, there were 7,374 members, 4,392 lady
visitors, and 8,283 cadets; making a total of
15,029. They reported having held 918 public
temperance meetings, and distributed 1540
tracts; received$9,420 for initiation fees,dues,
Ac., and paid for benefits $300, and $1250 in

_THE

Jfpples,

I’ve lost ray left arm—there, now you know all!
A Minie ball shattered it, and I fell.
The last that I heard was our captain’s call,
Until—the res: r too painful to tell.
I’ve had throughout the m«wt excellent care,
And am doing fiueiv, the surgeon says;
So well, indeed, that the prospect is fair
For a homeward trip before many days.

Sens of

a thousand dollars of this was paid off
Grand Treasurers present, so soon as the
reading of the report was finished.
In the evening,a public meeting was held in
Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
the Mechanics' Institute, but owing to a heavy
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